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Second half turnovers prove critical
as Lady Racers fall to tough WKU
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CHE wades
into issue
Council takes on
engineering fight

BERNARD KANE/Ledger A T,mes photo

Local residents take a tour through tne Mur-ay-Calloway County Park to see the displays that are part of Christmas in the Park. The annual
event features holiday displays from local businesses, schools and organizations.

DES loses MSU dispatching
MSU has handled
calls since 1992
By STACEY CROOK
Staff Writer
When the Murray-Calloway County Disaster and Emergency Services Rescue Squad
took it upon itself to mount a search party
Saturday, it lost more than it found.
Squad members requested its communications center to send volunteers to headquarters about 6:30 p.m. Saturday to organize a
search party — even though no law enforce-ment agency requested assistance.

In fact, Murray Police Department had not
been notified of a missing person when DES
began its search.
According to Joe Green, director of Murray State University Public Safety, Allen
Jones, a volunteer member, called and asked
that pagers be activated notifying members
to respond.
But Murray Police Officer Steve Robinson
was not called to the scene until 6:58 p.m to
take the report that a 28-year-old woman
was missing.
The woman was located unharmed about
30 minutes later at a friend's house.
According to an affidavit signed by MPD
dispatcher Bill Parker, Jones asked Robinson

for permission to help look for the missing
woman, whom Jones said is his cousin.
But according to police logs. Jones had
already had units dispatched to DES headquarters before asking Robinson for permission to search.
Robinson told Jones that if he knew where
the woman might be, he could look there,
according to Parker's statement.
There was no mention of an entire squad
participating in a full-blown search.
Murray Police Chief Larry Elkins said the
woman was actually "misplaced" rather than
"missing."
III See

Page 3

Clinton takes
aim at budget

Community rallies
behind animal shelter
By AMY WILSON '
Staff Writer
Even though the Calloway
County Animal Shelter has a
Christmas wish list that seems a
mile long, itka much shorter
than it .was three mont!'s .ago.
• "The city and the county
have rallied around the shelter,"
said Marilyn Arcoli, shelter
director. "Someone has donated
a desk for us and the heating is
fine."
Arcoli, who began her job
Sept. 22, said that Wal-Mart
donates bags of pet food to the
shelter, which helps boost its
supply.
"Angie from Dog Day Afternoon has groomed two animals
per week since September at no
charge," Arcoli said. "The veterinarians and Murray State
University have also been
extremely generous."
Even the shelter building has
been a target of improvement.
A group of 40 animal health
technology students from MSU
came to the shelter in October
and spent all day working both
inside and outside.

"We are very
pleased with the
things happening at
the shelter and it
has been exciting."
Kathy Hodge
(Society president)

the shelter sports a
more updated look, complete
with new tile on the floor.
"It is a joy to come to work,"
Arcoli said. "The people come
in and say it looks much better.
This has been a wonderful
experience for me."
Yet the changes haven't
stopped with the structures.
Thanks to cooperative efforts
between the shelter and local
veterinarians, the animals are
getting help also.
"The vets are going to make
it possible for the animals to be
more adoptable," Arcoli said.
"Our long-range goal is to have
the animals spayed and neu-

LEXINGTON, Ky. (AP)
The Council on Higher Education
wants to hire consultants to study
been
"I've
how many engineers are needed
the
about
in Kentucky in hopes of settling a
troubled
dispute about engineering progengineerPaducah
rams in western Kentucky.
ing plan, and I think
"The subject of" professional
engineering education in Kena lot of other countucky continues to evolve and
cil members have
become more confused, complibeen, too."
cated and contentious," council
Chairman Jim Miller said in a letJim Miller
ter to Gov. Brereton Jones._
(CHE chair)
"At a time when expectations
for higher education are increasing and resources are declining,
backed by UK, its pnir,ill
there is a clear need for the
tam, asked the kienerai ASSUIlinly
Council on Higher Education to
last year for money to build and
exercise its coordinating
run a four-year engini:eritil.; progauthority."
ram on its campus..
The letter said the council will
ask for authority to hire outside
The school's hackers ,i111,'iint
the program is needed to ttuntn
consultants for the Study. The
governor was out of the office
and keep high-tech busim...ses ii
Friday and had not read the letter,
the area.
said spokesman Franklin Jelsma.
After lawmakers declined to
The letter stems from council
finance the plan, Paducah ckic
members' concerns about engileaders raised $8 million privateneering programs being pursued
ly. They have hired an architect,
by the University of Kentucky
chosen a building site and will
with Paducah Community Colask the state for S1.5 million
lege and by Murray State Univerannually to run the program.
sity with the University of LouisMurray .State President Kern
ville, Miller said. Jones has sup41exander contends that the
ported Paducah's bid for an
Paducah plan would cy.1 more
engineering school.
than that. Instead, he has sugMiller said council members
gested using Murray's L'wiipus,
had been discussing the issue for
which is 40 miles from Paducah.
months.
Earlier this month, Alcsandei
"I've been troubled about the
announced that Murray and (lofl.
Paducah engineering plan, and I
had worked out a deal to,rainily
think a lot of other,council mem- 'offer advanced engincerinc,
bers have been, too," he said.
Paducah Community College, II See Page 2

Employees at the Calloway County Animal Shelter are given a demonstration of how the microchip scanning process works.
tered prior to adoption."
When she first took the director's job. Arcoli said she talked
with each vet about the shelter.
"They greeted me with open
arms," Arcoli said. "A few
already knew me because of my
pets, but they said they wanted
to work with the shelter. But it
didn't stop with the vets. It also
includes the animal health technology program at MSU, which
has helped with vet care, as

well as with spaying and
neuturing."
The relationship between the
shelter and veterinarians is very
important because there are
many times when animals need
medical assistance.
"There are vets I can call
when an animal comes in that
might need care and they come
right over," Arcoli said. "They
• See Page 2

By RON FOURNIER
Associated Press Writer
WASHINGTON (AP) —
Locked in a contest of budget
one-upmanship with Republicans,
President Clinton met with his
economic team today and
reviewed plans to cut money
spent on roads, nuclear cleanup,
public housing and other federal
programs.
Clinton, who has promised to
cut taxes on middle-income earners by $60 billion, was unveiling his blueprint today to pay for
'the package.
Much of what Clinton was presenting today stems from Vice
Preiident Al Gore's "reinventing government" initiative
aimed at streamlining the bureaucracy. Many other proposals were
made public in the days leading
up to Clinton's address to the
nation last week.
But the White House hopes the
magnitude of the reductions will.
convince Congress and constituents that Clinton is serious
about carving the fat out of
government.
Making the rounds of TV talk
shows three days. after Clinton's
address, several Republicans

promised a mare aggiress.ivc set
or their
of budget cuts to pa
pricier middle-class . tax ()It
"I'm not going to 0011 .6.:i11 ,t(1
cr what tax cuts we're :0 IC to
do until 1 see budget cuts that
will match them," Sen. Rol,
Packwood, R-Ore., said Sunday
on NBC.
Even Democrats wonder about
how serious Clinton is about cutting' spending.
Sen. Daniel Patrick Moynihan,
D-N.Y., said of Clinton's tax cutting plan: "I'll go along
because this is support-yourpresident week -- if they're paid
for."
Clinton says he can cut $76
billion from the federal budget in
five years to pay for his program,
saving $16 billion for deficit
reduction. But $52 billion of the
cuts are unspecified and would
not take effect until 1999 and
2000.
That leaves S24 billion in
agency cuts that Clinton will outline today. He also will give Gore
90 days to come up with more
cuts for future budgets.
See Page
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II Engineering...
FROM • -PAGE
degrees.
In March, the state Senate
.;ppropriations and Revenue
Committee asked the council to
rule on the matter, but it declined
to so so. Miller said the council
did not act because it was given
about three weeks to make a
decision.
"It was just impossible to do
this complicated subject justice in
that time," he said.
The council will discuss the

•Community...

matter at its January meeting,
Miller said. It plans to use the
study findings to set budget
recommendations for higher education, which are due by Nov. 15,
1995, he said.
Murray State Provost Jim
Booth issued a statement saying
the university welcomed the
council's interest.
UK President Charles
Wethington Jr. said that he and
Paducah also would cooperate
fully with the council's efforts.
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are also willing to answer my
questions."
Technology has also become a
factor in partnerships with local
vets.
Westside Veterinary Service
and AVID Microchip Company
have donated a microchip scanner
to the shelter to be used to scan
all animals upon arrival at the
shelter for identification.
"The microchip is a tiny computer chip about the size of a
grain of rice implanted in the animal," Arcoli said. "When a dog
comes in, we will check all over
to see if it has a Min. If it does,
we will call a 1-800 number, read
the number displayed on the
scanner and I will be told which
vet has the number or the owner
of the animal."
Although this kind of technology is new to Calloway County, it
has been used throughout the
United States. Arcoli said when
she was in California, this kind of
identification was used regularly.
"We had to promise to scan
'every dog before efithanization
and before adoption," Arcoli
"This program is just starting
here."
The whole device is small
enough to fit inside a hypodermic
needle and is injected under the
skin of the animal, where it will
stay permanently.
This provides a positive identification which cannot be lost,
altered or intentionally removed.
It is a passive device with no
power supply to replace or cause
harm to the animal.
The chip reader generates a
low-energy radio signal that ener-

gizes the microchip to transmit
its number.
"Right now, the only place to
have the chips implanted is at
Westside Veterinary Service,"
Arcoli said.
She said the new identification
process should be 'especially
attractive to hunters.
In spite of all the progress the
shelter is making with forging
community relations, Arcoli said
the shelter still has some definite
needs.
"This is puppy and kitten season and we are having to put a lot
down," Arcoli said. "It's not a
matter of feeding them, it's a
matter of where to put them."
On any given day, the population of the shelter fluctuates, but
last Tuesday, there were 25 dogs
and 38 cats in residence.
"We have a limited staff of
only three and we have to make
the selection to euthanize and
then administer it," Arcoli said.
"Then we have to go out and be
pleasant to someone presenting
us with six puppies. That's the
saddest part of our job.
other shelters, the person
who does the cuthanizing doesn't
have to interact with the public,"
she said. "That's the hardest part
and it almost makes you bitter."
That is one of the reasons why
Arcoli is pushing hard to educate
the community of the need to
spay or neuter animals.
"In the county, animals are
allowed to run off their leashes
during the day," she said. "That
means they are free to roam,
especially if they aren't spayed or
neutered. We have a lot of animals getting hit by cars and then
their owners come in and want
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II Clinton...
FROM PAGE 1
His primary targets are the
departments of Energy, Transportation and Housing and Urban
Development — along with the
Office of Personnel Management
and the General Services Administration. After meeting with
economic advisers today, Clinton
planned to talk briefly with the
heads of the targeted agencies
before conducting the budgetcutting ceremony.
Administration officials, speaking on condition of anonymity
Sunday, said Clinton has a long
list of ideas to eliminate, reduce
or sell off government programs,
including:
—Transportation would cut its
staff roughly in half over five
years, from 106,000 to 54,000,
and would consolidate its 10
agencies into three. That would
save about $6.7 billion over five
years.
Potential Losers: Amtrak,
whose federal subsidy would be
trimmed by $500 million this
year and potentially eliminated in
five years. The air traffic control
system would become a
government-run corporation, taking 40,000 employees off the federal payroll. Federal outlays for
infrastructure, like roads and
bridges, would be reduced by
about $5 billion over five years
— with states given more flexibility for spending the money.
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For more information about the
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Gary Baumeister, Owner

"In the next few months, I will
be going to various clubs and
organizations to let them know
about our shelter and see if I can
get more spay and neuter certificates," Arcoli said.

Available For Any Amount.
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fresh salads, and bagels.
• Daily Luncheon Specials •

Merry Christmas from
your friends at
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We Have Gift Certificates For
All Our Services.

another one.
"Am I supposed to give them
another animal when they tell me
they don't have any plans to prevent it from happening again? I
may sound like I am being mean,
but we are down here trying to
find suitable, permanent homes,"
she said.
Although the shelter has to
take a firm stance on the safety
of the animals that are adopted,
much work has been done on the
adoption policy to ensure that
anyone with a good home will be
eligible to adopt a pct.
"We are very pleased with the
things happening at the shelter
and it has been exciting," said
Kathy Hodge, president of the
Calloway County Humane Society. "We couldn't ask for better
cooperation with the vets and the
county."
However. Hodge said there is
still work to be done.
"We need to continue a close
examination of our policies," she
said. "We don't want to take anything„ for granted. We've already
made some big changes. We
made a commitment when we
hired a full-time director and we
have got to get our financial situation in order."
Because the shelter receives
funds from the city and the county, requests for funds have to be
included when those groups prepare budgets.
"We will be glad to sit down
and see what is needed at the
shelter," said Mayor Bill Cherry.
"I have heard some very positive
thing' about the shelter and I am
pleased that the community is
getting more involved."
County Judge/Executive J. D.
Williams said he is very pleased
with the shelter's new look and is
willing to help.
As Christmas approaches and
everyone begins exchanging gifts,
Arcoli said the shelter does have
some items on its wish list.
"I desperately need a file
cabinet, as well as an answering
machine for the calls we receive
when we aren't open," she said.
"We also need a new phone, cat
litter and cheewies for the
animals.
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U.S. pushes for surviving pilot's release
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A display from East Elementary Is among those that can be seen as
part of Christmas in the Park, which Is taking place at the Murray.
Calloway County Park. Pictured (from left): Nancy Robertson, Brodie
Wallace and Chelsea Morris
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"Of course, we take every call
like this seriously because you
never know," Elkins said. "But
there is often a miscommunication between people and they call

akiity
ang
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He said his department never
requested that DES Rescue Squad
assist his officers with a search.
Aaccording to Parker's statemen:, Calloway County FireRescue Chief Greg Cherry
received a complaint shortly after
7 p.m. from a man who said his
vehicle was nearly hit by another
vehicle, which he assumed was
driven by CCFR volunteer
firefighter,.
Cherry called Murray Police
Department, which dispatches
CCFR, to find out if there were
any calls for the volunteer fire
department.
There were none.
But the caller, who was
involved in the near-miss, took
down the license plate of the vehicle in question, which came back
to a DES Rescue Squad member.
Elkins said DES may have
"jumped the gun" in initiating a
search.
"They might and probably
would assist in a search and
rescue if officers thought it was a
viable thing to do," Elkins said.
"But law enforcement should be
in charge of, or at least aware of,
a situation like this.
Additionally, Elkins said that
even if the unit had been needed
for a search operation, it is not
necessary for volunteers to drive
through the city with lights and
sirens blaring.
"There is no need to drive that
fast," he said. "Two or three
minutes would not make that
much difference on a call like
that."
However, DES's haste may
have ended its relationship with
Murray State.
According to a letter Green
sent to DES Chief Ronnie Burkeen Monday: "1 regret to inform
you that as of Jan. 5, 1995, we
will no longer assume responsibility for your communications.
"Due to recent activities within
the DES, 1 feel that we cannot
support the organization's communication needs."
Green said in a telephone interview Monday moming that "continued bad moves on the part of
DES" have forced him to halt
dispatching services.
"The liability is too great," he
said after reviewing the taperecorded phone conversation dur-
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WASHINGTON (AP) — The
White House promised today to
"press very hard" for the release
of an aviator downed in North
Korea, but said the incident does
not need to unsettle fragile diplomatic relations with the communist State.
North Korean officials, communicating through a U.S. congressman visiting Pyongyang, say
one pilot of a U.S. Army helicopter was killed and the other captured when the chopper strayed
across the demilitarized zone
dividing the two Koreas into
North Korean territory Saturday.
The death of Chief Warrant
Officer David Hilemon of Clarksville, Tenn., was the most serious
U.S.-North Korean military incident since the 1970s, and came at
a time of tentative steps toward
normalization of relations and
negotiations over North Korea's
nuclear program.
"This tragic loss of life was
unnecessary," President Clinton
said in a low-key statement.
The president said the administration was 'pressing for the
prompt return of Hilemon's body
and the release of the second
pilot, Chief Warrant Officer Bobby Hall of Brooksville, Fla. But

ing which Jones asked the MSU
dispatcher to page all volunteers.
Meanwhile, Green said radio
traffic has been a constant problem for his department since it
agreed to provide commufiicalions services for the rescue
squad.
Elkins said one of the reasons
Murray Police Department
stopped dispatching is because of
improper radio use.
"It was more of an aggravation
than a problem," Elkins said.
MSU Public Safety has dispatched for DES free of charge
since Murray Police Department
halted the service in 1992.
Green said the original agreement was that MSU would dispatch for the unit for one year
while DES made "other arrangements" for the service.
Elkins said if the decision were
up to him, he would not consider
dispatching for DES "under the
present circumstances."
CCFR and the DES Rescue
Squad were once urged by state
and local officials to merge their
services, but the two groups
could never reach an agreement
and negotiations ceased several
months ago.
Messages for Burk= and former DES Chief Kenny Reynolds
were not returned before press
time Monday. Jones' phone number is not listed.
DES Rescue Squad was created
in 1985. Approximately 25 volunteers serve the squad, which
receives state funds and has been
recognized by the Calloway
Count Fiscal Court as the "county
rescue squad."
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he avoided any public criticism
of North Korea's handling of the
matter.
"We're going to continue to
press very hard for the return of
Chief, Warrant Officer David
Hilemon's body and Chief Warrant Officer Bobby Hall," press
secretary Dee Dee Myers said
today.
"We're hopeful this will be
resolved quickly and it will not
have an effect on the nuclear
agreement," she said.
CIA Director James Woolsey,
speaking on CNN's "Late Edition," said there was "no indication at this point" that the North
Korean military had responded to
the incident by going on alert or
initiating troop movements.
Rep. Bill Richardson, D-N.M.,
who happened to be visiting
Pyongyang when the helicopter
went down, has become the main
contact between the two sides.
While North Korean military
officials, in talks Sunday at the
Panmunjom truce village, refused
to divulge information on the
pilots, officials in the capital told
Richardson that Hilernon had
died and that Hall had survived
without injury.
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H

ly flew into North Korean UNTILory, killing three crewmen and
injuring a fourth. The survivor
and the bodies were returned
three days later.

MURRAY FAMILY YMCA

To reach all departments of the
newspaper, phone 753-1916.

BY MAIL

Clinton said Richardson "is
staying in North Korea for now"
to help resolve the matter.
Details of the incident
remained sketchy. North Korea
said an "enemy" aircraft was
shot down Saturday, after the
OH-58C helicopter wandered
across the heavily fortified
border.
South Korea's Yonhap News
Agency, quoting an unnamed
source, said North Korean troops
opened fire when the U.S. helicopter trted to take off after landing on the northern side of the
border.
U.S. officials stressed that the
unarmed observation helicopter
was on a routine mission when it
apparently strayed across the border. The officials said they had
no independent confirmation the
helicopter was shot down.
"The Defense Department has
launched a full investigation of
the circumstances that led to this
tragic loss on a routine training
flight," Defense Secretary William Perry said in a statement.
The incident was th9 first
involving a U.S. helicopter sipce
1977, when North Korea shot
down an aircraft that inadvertent-
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FROM OUR READERS
Barlow lists accomplishments
Dear Editor:
I want to report to you at the end of my two year term ofservice as your
representative for our First Congressional District:
•The 103rd Congress reduced the federal deficit by 40 percent:
•Your First District Congressional office saved over 5145,000 in
expenses in 1993, and $90,000 in 1994;
-This office responded to over 120,000 letters, cards, and phone calls
- from Wc-sfern and Southern Kentuckians;
.1-he First District office advocated over 7,000 cases successfully for
District constituents with the federal bureaucracy;
• held over 150 public forums in our 31 counties;
*We secured 125 projects totalling over $140 million for our First
District (roads, water systems, housing, senior citizen centers, etc.)
•I had a 96.6 percent voting record in the House — 1122 votes total;
'Time and again we voted to strengthen our families and protect our
freedoms.
These have been important years of change and new direction for
Western and South Central Kentucky. My wife Shirley and I have been
proud to be of service to everyone in the First District. There is much
more work which must be undertaken by all of us to make our country,
our state, our communities, and our families even stronger.
Tom Barlow
Member of Congress
First District

Meaning of Christmas
Dear Editor:
I love Christmas. There are beautifully decorated houses and
buildings. The majority of people tend to be more generous and
thoughtful of those that are less fortunate. Many members of families
travel hundreds of miles to reunite with each other. Millions of gifts are
given away.
The holiday that seems to bring out the best in people is Christmas.
Christmas is the celebration of the birth of Jesus Christ who is God.
Some people challenge the goodness ofGod because of all the suffering
and pain in the world today.
I submit to you today that the birth of God on the earth proves his
concern for us. He chose to be born in a very common city in a common
family. In fact, he chose to be born in a stable, which is about as lowly as
you can get.
God in his infinite wisdom chose to show us that we can relate to him,
for he too lived a human life. He loved us so much that he gave his life by
dying on the cross so that we might have eternal life.
As you arc buying gifts for the people you love during this season, I
hope you will not forget the giver of life. Jesus gave the perfect gift to us,
which was himself, and the perfect gift we can give to him is ourselves.
Ask Jesus Christ to be first in your life today, and you will have a very
Merry Christmas, and more importantly, a very happy eternity.
Merry Christmas- and God bless you and yours.
Mark Randall
901 N. 16th St.
Murray, Ky. 42071

KENTUCKY EDITORIAL
The Paducah Sun
Cabinet Secretary Masten Childers II has dared to commit governmental heresy. The head of the massive Cabinet for Human
Resources declared recently that there are far too many managers in
his agency and that the common complaint of overwork is so much
whining.
Front-line workers in some of the cabinet's divisions probably
arc stretched too thinly, as Mr. Childers concedes. His solution is
simple: Move some of the army of managers, people in the political
jobs who are paid the best, out from behind their desks and up to
%. here the work actually is taking place.
What a splendid idea. Citizens of Kentucky rightly fail to undertand why horror stories of backbreaking caseloads abound during
a time of bulging state employment. Mr. Childers now helps us
understand.
Criticizing his own agency, Mr. Childers said information from
the field must be filtered through so many layers of bureaucracies
that the top managers are left essentially uninformed, and therefore
ineffective.
We hope the cabinet secretary has the power to act on the problem he seemingly sees so clearly. We hope also that if Mr. Childers
succeeds in cutting away excess management, putting more troops
on the front lines and making his agency more efficient and effective, his colleagues will follow his example.
The Independent, Ashland
Kentucky farmers searching for alternative crops to tobacco
apparently can scratch emus off the list — at least for now.
It was just a few months ago that some were boasting that the
six-foot, ostrich-like birds from Australia had a tremendous potential for becoming a major cash crop in the state. After all, emu
meat is said to taste much like beef, but is low in fat. Surely, health
conscious Americans would soon prefer a lean, tasty emu-burger
over a high-fat Big Mac.
In addition to its meat value, emu skin makes excellent leather,
and there is also value in emu feathers and oils. With so many uses,
how could the big birds not catch on in America? And since Kentucky's climate is ideal for emus, some urged the state's farmers to
be on the cutting edge of introducing a major new source of farm
income.
But, alas, the bottom has fallen out of the emu market, leaving
to make
_
breeders — including a handful in Kentucky =_scrarribling
a profit.
And so the search for alternative cash crops to tobacco continues, as it must. For farmers to do otherwise would be similar to
Stung like the-ostrich, a cousin of an emu, by hiding one's head in
the sand.

Gingrich's civilization
WASHINGTON (AP) — Newt
Gingrich has a straightforward
view of civilization and his relationship to it: America is in
decline and he can save it.
"People like me are what
stand between us and Auschwitz," the next speaker of the
House of Representatives told a
startled reporter for the Atlanta
Constitution early this year.
It was an audacious interpretation of his role, but not an inconsistent one. The Georgia Republican_hal no shortage of rpmedies
for avegting what he sees as an
impending apocalypse. And he's
not shy about advertising them.
Gingrich's starting point is that
there is a single American civilization, though it is diverse and
multiethnic. He considers it both
a unique civilization and "the
universal civilization," but warns
that its prospects are bleak.
"America cannot survive with
12-ycar-olds having babies,
15-year-olds shooting one
another, 17-year-olds dying of
AIDS and 18-year-olds graduating with diplomas they cannot
read," he says. "We are at the
edge of losing this civilization.
You get two more generations of
what we had for the last 20 years
and we're in desperate trouble."
Society's ills, however, do not
dampen his enthusiasm for a new,
21st century civilization that he
expects to burst forth as the old
order disintegrates. This is the
futurist view, adapted from the
theories of Alvin and Heidi
Toffler.
Recalling the agricultural and
industrial revolutions, they write
that the world is now embarking

PERSPECTIVE ON POLITICS

Jill Lawrence
Associated Press writer
on an information revolution — a
third great wave of change. "We
are, as a result, in the process of
creating a new civilization," Gingrich says in a foreword to the
Tofflers' latest book, "Creating a
New Civilization: The Politics of
the Third Wave."
He sees the 1991 war against
Iraq as a decisive victory of a
Third Wave, "flexible, fastpaced, decentralized,
information-rich" military over
"an industrial-era opponent."
Decentralization — spreading
responsibility to the front lines —
is one tenet of Third-Wave thinking. Another is that "the bureaucracy" is an obstacle to be overcome by entrepreneurs and citizens creating a Third-Wave
civilization.
A few days after the Republican election landslide, Gingrich
told a business group that the crisis in American society transcended partisan politics.
"What is at issue is literally
not Republican or Democrat or
liberal or conservative, but the
question of whether or not our
civilization will survive," he
said.
Still, most of his prescriptions
fit into a conservative framework.
Third-Wave principles about the
future are compatible with Repu-

blican notions of federalism
grass-roots empowerment and a
smaller national government.
At a legislative level, Gingrich
recommends -.the 10-point Contract With America that he conceived and that hundreds of
Republican candidates signed last
fall before the election. It calls
for a balanced-budget amendment, tax cuts and wholesale
reform of the welfare system,
among other things.
"This is a first step toward
renewing American civilization,"
Gingrich said of his contract at
the Sept. 27 megasigning on the
Capitol steps.
Ronald Johnson, director of
Georgetown University's American Studies program, dismissed
Gingrich's alarmism as grand historical hyperbole. "He's elevating this to the level of an issue of
civilization. It isn't that at all.
It's a fight over policy," said
Johnson.
Policy, politics and history are
all threads of "Renewing American Civilization," a college
course Gingrich designed and has
taught for two years. The House
Ethics Committee is to decide
Whether to pursue a complaint
that Gingrich improperly wove
together his course, his congressional staff and GOPAC, his

national fund-raising committee.
Some educators and politicians
dismiss the course as propaganda
intended to promote GOP activism. Others question its academic
underpinnings.
Howard Gillette, a professor of
American civilization at George
Washington University, said the
Gingrich view of an exceptional
America originated with Teddy
Roosevelt. It was a belief in
American innocence, a singular
American dream, faith that "with
thee-closing of every frontier a
new one opens up.7 S•• "Gingrich is reviving a myth
that you could say Ronald Reagan is very closely associated
with," Gillette said. "I don't
think it's necessarily narrowly
conservative. But most historians
would see it as a myth and not
teach it as reality."
A key theme of the course is
that the welfare state has failed
and it must be replaced rather
than repaired.
In his final lecture last year.
Gingrich suggested he hears an
up-from-the-bootstraps message
in the fundamental American
guarantee of "life, liberty and the
pursuit of happiness."
"In order to implement and
live out the Declaration of Independence, I believe you have to
recognize that freedom requires
personal strength," he told his
students.
EDITOR'S NOTE — Jill
Lawrence covers politics and
national affairs for The Associated Press.

EDITORIAL ROUNDUP
Dec. 12 — Financial Times, London, on Russia and
Chechnya:
"Today (Dec. 12) is the first anniversary of the adoption of Russia's post-Soviet constitution. It has been marked by the introduction of troops into Chechnya.
The intervention is uniformly seen by Russian liberals as heralding disaster for the country's wobbling democratic structures. ...
However, Chechnya is not Afghanistan, but part of Russia: it
chose to express its aspirations to independence unilaterally, with-

out an attempt to negotiate a split. No state leadership can merely
acquiesce in such moves. ...
Russian democracy is too easily pronounced a corpse. It is not: it
is a living organism, sick of many ailments and unsteady on its
legs, but still sustained by an educated, skeptical if wearied people
and by politicians who are often corrupt but in crucial instances
animated by a desire to re-create their country as a "normal" one.
Chechnya is dangerous for Russia, but it is not yet the harbinger of
totalitarianism revisited.

Everyone joins chorus
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) —
When the subject is cutting taxes,
it seems everyone has something
to say.
It's usually along the lines of,
"Cut mine! Cut mine!"
The truckers want the weightMark R. Chellgren
distance tax cut. In a magnanimAn Associated Press News Analysis
ous, gesture, though, they're willing to support an increase in the
ment. Especially when somebody
gasoline tax. The fact that most because rich people can afford to
wants money.
_
of the gas tax would be paid by send their kids to college. Really.
By happy coincidence, the
The private pensioners want
people in pickups and passenger
Revenue Cabinet is among the
cars isn't their fault. Besides, their income tax cut. Government
most accomplished at the
lowering the tax would raise pensioners don't pay taxes. Retiargument.
more money because truck com- rees who don't have a pension
Just this past General Assembpanies would fight. to come to have to still pay income taxes,
ly session, the cabinet persuaded
but that's apparently their probKentucky. Really.
legislators that more money spent
The hospitals and doctors want lem. Besides, cutting pension taxon enforcing state tax laws, chasthe health-care provider tax cut. es would raise more money
ing deadbeats, corralling the scofIn a magnanimous gesture, because people would rush to
flaws would mean more money
they're willing to support an Kentucky to retire. And maybe
increase in the state sales tax to even hang around to die. Really. for the state. For every dollar
spent to hire an auditor, a lawyer,
Then there are the miscellacover services. The fact that most
whatever, $126,413.27 is raised.
of the services tax would be paid neous folks looking for a break.
Or maybe a little less.
Churchill Downs wants its
by others isn't their fault. Nor is
Tourism advertising is another
it their fault that all of the pro- pari-mutuel tax cut. That would
sound investment, according to
vider tax proceeds, plus $3 dol- probably raise more money by
lars from the federal government raising purses, bringing in more some.
Each dollar spent to play
for every $1 of the tax, goes into horses, etc. Really.
another jingle, slap on another
Employers want lower worktheir pockets. Besides, lowering
the tax would raise more money ers' compensation premiums. bumper sticker or post another
billboard will mean tourists will
because more doctors would stay That would raise more money by
spend an additional $41,673.27
bringing more employers to the
in rural Kentucky — they really
— more or less — on hotels,
state. Really.
said this — and Columbia/HCA
restaurants, frozen yogurt, renting
Variations on this theory are
wouldn't leave Louisville. Really.
a houseboat or buying one souve
People who are thinking about common throughout state governdying want the inheritance tax
cut. They're not making too
Attention Washington!
many gestures. Besides, cutting
PRESIDENT'S= CLINTON
that tax would raise more money
1600 Pennsylvania Avenue, Washington, D.C. 20500
because people ‘kould _rush to
U.S. REP. TOO BARLOW
Kentucky to die and spend money
1533 Longworth Office Building, Washingtoh D.C. 20515
here before they do so. Really.
502-444-7216 (Paducah) or 202-225-3115 (Washington)
_ People who ow ri stocks and
U.S. SEN.—WENDELL FORD
bonds want their taxes cut. Low173A Russell Senate Office Building, Washington D.C. 20510
ering the tax would raise more
202-224-4343 (Washington)
money because rich people_Avould
U.S. SEN. MITCH McCONNELL
rush to Kentucky. And higher
120 Russell Senate Office Building, Washington D.C. 20510
(Paducah) or 202-224-2541 (Washington)
502-442-4554
education would be helped

•
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nir at a state park.
Some people have been moved
to urge the state to spend all its
money to chase taxpayers and
advertise for tourists and its fiscal
woes would be a memory.
The fact is, cutting taxes is
popular. Politicians like to cut
them. Taxpayers like to have
.
them cut.
Gov. Brereton Jones says he's
wanted to cut taxes longer than
just about anybody. He's sure he
wants to cut the pension tax. And
he might want to cut the others.
Probably. More than a dozen
Senate Democrats lined up the
other day to say they're for cutting even more taxes than Jones.
Republican gubernatorial candidate Larry Forgy has accused
everyone else of stealing his idea.
The man who would be House
speaker, Jody Richards of Bowling Green, said he is for any idea
to cut taxes. Probably.
"Whatever tax they're paying,
they want cut," said Rep. Marshall Long, D-Shelbyville, chairman of the House Appropriations
and Revenue Committee.
Conversely, almost no one
likes raising taxes.
There are some people who are
ambivalent.

hi&

Sen. Benny Ray Bailey, a
Hindman Democrat who often
takes an amused look at things,
declined to join his colleagues in
the rush to chop. He said he was
like the kamikaze pilot who flew
a dozen missions. "I'm inter-Cited, but I'm not committed."
Mark R. Chellgren is the
Frank fort correspondent for
The Associated Press.
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SERVICE NOTES

JO'S DATEBOOK

ERIC B. HOGANCAMP
received practical work in military leadership at the ROTC
advance camp held at Fort Bragg,
N.C.
Hogancamp, a student at Murray State University, is a 1990
graduate of Calloway County
High School. He is the son of
Andrea Hogancamp of Murray
and Ben Hogancamp.

Jo Burkeen
Today Editor
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Hospital retirees will not meet this month
Retirees and former employees of Murray-Calloway County Hospital will not have a meeting in December because of the holidays. This
is a monthly social event for 111 those retirees and former employees.
For information call Nancy McClure at 492-8640 or Lottie Brandon at
753-3517.
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The Garden Path

United Way Board meeting Tuesday

.Oaks

Leads To...

brige on Wednesday

Ladies of the Oaks Country Club will play bridge on Wednesday,
Dec. 21, at 9:30 a.m, at the club. Hostess will be Ada Roberts,
753-2259.

.Housing residents to tour local area
All residents of the Murray Housing Authority are invited to take
part in an outside tour of Murray to sec the many decorated homes for
the holidays. This is being sponsored by the Resident Council of
MHA. For more information call Stella Cavitt, council president, at
753-6307.
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UDC Chapter will meet Wednesday
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J.N. Williams Chapter of the United Daughters of the Confederacy
will meet Wednesday. Dec. 21, at 1 p.m. in the home of Mary Davis.
Each one should bring a $2 gift for exchange. All members are urged
to attend.
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CWU Songfest at Fern Terrace
Church Women United of Murray and Calloway County will have
its monthly songfest on Wednesday, Dec. 21, at 2:30 p.m. at Fern Terrace Lodge. All churches in the city and county are urged to participate in this special event.

Free blood pressure tests Tuesday

Jill
and
sso-

Free blood pressure tests will be given Tuesday, Dec. 20, from noon
to 2 p.m. at Murray Seventh-day Adventist Church, Sycamore and
South 15th Streets, Murray. This is a free service of the church.

•

GOURMET COFFEE

Mr. and Mrs. J. W. Williams

$R95

Whole Bean
Gourmet Flavor Only‘
if
Coffee
Choose From

Couple will be married
for 60 years on Dec. 22

ENGLISH FARMSTm
SPECIALTY FOODS
Arcadia & 10th •Murray•753-0921 •M-F 8-6.Sat. 10-5 & Sun. 1-4

(k) CHRISTMAS
TREES

Singles Organizational Society (SOS) will meet Tuesday; Dec. 20,
at 7 p.m. at Chamber of Commerce Centre. "Feeling Free To Be Me!"
will be the program to be presented by Joyce Bearden who has an
education in sociology. The SOS is a nonprofit, nondenominational,
support and social group for single adults, whether always single,
separated, divorced or widowed. For more information call Jeanne,
753-0224, or Linda, 437-4414.
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The Murray Tourism Commission is now gathering information for
the calendar of events which will appear in the 1995 Murray Visitor's
Guide. This
.will include non-profit, open-to-the-public events for the
months of March through December in 1995, including such events as
exhibits, theater productions, and annual events. The calendar will be
included in the Visitor's Guide, the main source of tourist information
for the city of Murray. Contact Kasey Beckham at the Murray Tourism Commission office, 753-5171, to include community events in the
1995 Visitor's Guide. The deadline to submit events and dates is Jan.
•
13, 1995.

YMCA Break Day Camp planned
The Murray Family YMCA will hold a Christmas Break Day Camp
beginning Dec. 21 and finishing on Jan. 4, 1995. This camp is open to
all children in the community. Each child must have a current YMCA
membership. A sack lunch is required. The camp at North Calloway
Elementary School will start at 6:30 a.m. and finish at 5:30 p.m. each
day. Scholarships will be available. For more information contact
April Lane at 759-9622.
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Santa sponsors are needed
Sponsors are needed to assure that hundreds of children throughout
the city and county will be visited by Santa this Christmas. Stop by
the Family Resource Center at East Elementary during office hours of
7:30 a.m. to 4 p.m. to pick out Santa letters to answer or phone
753-3070 for more information.

Oaks club plans New Year's Eve event
The Oaks Country Club will havke a New Year's Eve party for
members and guests on Saturday, Dec. 31, from 9 p.m. to 1 a.m. Music will be provided by the band, Nightfish." The cost will be $15 person. Seating is limited, so reservations should be made early. For
reservations call Della Miller, 753-2721.

New church cookbook on sale
Women of Coles Camp Ground, Independence and Temple Hill
United Methodist Churches have published a new cookbook which is
now on sale. This features recipes from women of all three churches.
The cost of the cookbook will be $6 each. To purchase a cookbook
call Doris Duncan, 759-1701, Dartcnella Durham, 753-7591, Twila
Lovett, 753-7223, or any of the women of the three churches.
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Now On
Sale!

Tourism Commission needs events
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• Hazelnut Decal.
• Southern Pecan
• Viennese Cinnamon • Columbian Decal.
• Swiss Choc. Almond
• Breakfast Blend

Mr. and Mrs. J.W. Williams of the Lynn Grove area will observe
their 60th wedding anniversary on Thursday, Dec. 22.
The couple was married on Dec. 22, 1934.
Mrs. Williams, the former Oretha Ford, is the daughter of the late
Mr. and Mrs. C.J. Williams.
Mr. Williams, a retired farmer, is the son of the late -Mr. and 'Mrs.
Italy Ford.
The couple attends Salem Baptist Church.
They have two daughters, Mrs. Jeanne Williams Cook and husbvand, Owen, Dixon, Tenn., and Mrs. Sandy Williams Leper and husband, Dave, Clarksville, Tenn., and one son, Robb Williams and wife,
Jean, Lexington, S.C.
Mr. and Mrs. Williams have 11 grandchildren and 12 greatgrandchildren.
The couple plans to spend the day with their children and grandchildren with a dinner and an exchange of Christmas gifts.

Singles (SOS) will meet Tuesday

ly

•

• Dried herbal & floral wreaths and
arrangements
• Gifts-useful & decorative
• Handmade Christmas ornaments
and decorations
• Antiques & lovingly used new
Visit with Evelyn Wallis in
The Village - North 12th St.
(Hwy. 641 It)
Wed.-Fri. 10 a.m.-5 p.m.
• Sat. 10 a.m.-5 p.m. (thru Christmas)

The Board of United Way will meet Tuesday, Dec. 20, at noon in
the George Weaks Community Center. A vote to amend the by-laws
will be included on the agenda. Susan White, executive director, urges
all board, members to attend.
_
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The camp, attended by cadets
normally between their third and
fourth year of college, includes
instruction in communications,
management, and survival
training.
Successful completion of the
advanced camp and graduation
from college results in a commission as a second lieutenant in the
U.S. Army, Guard, or Reserve.

Gospel of John course offered
Wit

Winter classes on the Gospel of John wilt begin Jan. 16, 1995, at
Blood River Baptist Association. The course will focus on the major
truths of John's Gospel, according to the Rev. Terry Sills, director of
missions of,BRBA. The association provides continuing education for
laymen and ministers alike. For more information call 437-4203.

ALL CHRISTMAS ITEMS

NOW REDUCED

4.5' Canadian Pine
4.5' Rocky Mtn. Pine
6.0' Bristol Pine
7.0' Bristol Pine
7.5' Monterey Pine

First Quality, Artificial Trees...Quantities Limited

THE SPECIAL CIVITAN CLUB at the local W.A.T.C.H. Center enjoyed a
Christmas party organized by Civitans John and Rowena Emerson on
Thursday, Dec. 15. Santa Claus gave presents to the Center clients.
Members of the Murray Clvitan Club helped with the singing of Christmas carols and other events. Pictured are some of the clients at the
W.A.T.C.H. Center, along with Stephen Norsworthy's mother, Clarice
Norsworthy, seated right, who provided piano music for the occasion.

Pieri imports•
for a brilliant change
this holiday

SERVICE NOTES
CLAY T. COWAN has recently completed Cadet Basic Training at the United States Military
Academy at West Point, N.Y. He
has now been accepted as a member of the U.S. Corps of Cadets,
Class of '98.
Cowan, son of William L. and
Mary H. Cowan of Rt. 8, Murray,
is a 1994 graduate of Calloway
County High School.
The acceptance ceremonies
culminated six weeks of basic
training designed to prepare the
new cadets for entry into the U.S.
Corps of Cadets.
The training program emphasized physical fitness, military
customs and courtesies, familiarization with West Point's Honor
Code, leadership, duty, marksmanship, mountaineering and
nuclear, biological and chemical
warfare training.
The academy is the nation's
oldest service academy. Each
year more than 4,000 men and
women are enrolled iff tlfe fouryear educational institution which
is charged with the task of providing the nation with leaders of
character who serve the common

'30
'35
*65
*95
*195

defense.
Upon graduation, cadets
receive a bachelor's degree and a
commission in the U.S. Army.

•University Plaza • Chestnut Street

Blood River Baptist Church

+

invites the community
to join them in a celebration of memories.
A Memorial Service in memory of

Carol & Bryan Luffman
A

pf

Thursday, December 22
7 p.m.
Located On Hwy. 444, New Concord

I\

GREAT "LAST MINUTE"
GIFT SELECTIONS
STILL AVAILABLE!
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KATHIE GENTRY photo

KATHERINE RICKMAN, one of the regular volunteers In the office of
Need Line in the Weaks Community Center, sorts through some of the
many Items received to prepare the Christmas food baskets for about
250 families. The baskets will be distributed on Wednesday and Thursday, Dec. 21 and 22.
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We can provide informatraining
tion and coverage for your
/I 0 center for the handicapped). Pictured with Terry Garner, seated center,
are, from left, Paula Crouse, Janet Wallis, Mary Wells and Crystal Estes.
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INSURANCE

Ask about Shelters
HOME, LIFE, FARIV1,
BUSINESS
coverages too
Harold "Jack" Romaine
Licensed In KY I TN
759-1033 or 753-01373
401 S. 12th St • Murray

Pier
1 Imports is
pleased to have Kendra
Nipp, bride-elect of
Terry Stearns, join
our bridal registry by
choosing pottery and
decorative accessories.
University Plaza • Chestnut St.
753-1851

SUBSCRIBE
Well always be there for you.
Sheiter Insi.irance Cos Horne °Mix. Columbia MO
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The Green Door
Christmas Gifts and
Baskets, Antiques,
Old Books, Collectibles
Everything on sale through Dec. 31st
From Murray, 94 E to Duncan's Store.
turn right on 732 for 2.7 miles.

436-2929 • Closed Sundays

SANTA'S SPECIAL

County home extension
agent gives speciitl tips
By JANE STEELY
County Home Agent
Now that the poinsettia sale of
the Calloway County Homemakers Clubs is over and many of
you have purchased a plant, here
are some tips on care of your
plants.
Poinsettias need a cool room,
full sunlight and moist soil.
A plant in good zondition
should keep its colored bracts for
three weeks at a room temperature of 70 degrees F.
If the temperature is kept
between 55 degrees and 60
degrees F., red poinsettias will
stay colored for four to six weeks
and white poinsettias for two
months.
For those of you who want to
experiment with keeping your
polants for next year, place them
in a cool, light location after trite
bracts fall and water sparingly.
The plant will become dormant.
In April or May cut the plant
back to within six inches of the
pot. Re-pot the plant in regular
soil mixture and resume watering
often enough to keep the soil
moist.
• •

• •

Get your carpets cleaned for the holidays and
receive your FREE Scotchguard treatment.

Congratulations to all of you
for making the Pointsettia sale of
the homemakers a great success.
There were 1,021 plants order, up
from 584 last year.
A big "THANK YOU" to Judy
Stahler for coordinating the sale.
Also thanks to Imogene Palmer,
Martha Butterworth, May
Rothcnburger, Vinita Winters,
Judy Stahler, Della Outland, and
Leigh Ann Grady for helping
with the unloading of the truck.
Thanks also to Arlie Scott for
asking the Alpha Gamma Rho
fraternity members to help with
the unloading.
• • • •
Helpful holiday tips include
the following:
Use evaporated milk for cream
when mixing whipped topping.
Please remember that milk, mixing bowl and beaters must be
well chilled; otherwide the milk
will not whip.
Substitute plain low-fat yogurt
for sour cream in baking recipes
or in sauces. Mix one tablespoon
cornstarch with one tablespoon
yogurt and then mix with remaining yogurt to prevent separation
of the yogurt.

TODAY

Offer good thru Dec. 31

Class A Carpet Cleaning

Mr. and Mrs. Everett Nanney

Local couple to observe
their 50th anniversary
Mr. and Mrs. Everett Nanney will observe their 50th wedding
anniversary on Saturday, Dec. 24.
The couple was married Dec. 24, 1944, by the late Rev. J.H. Thurman at his home on North 10th Street, Murray. Their attendants were
Mr. and Mrs. Oscar Skaggs and Mrs. J.H. Thurman.
Mrs. Nanney, the former Rudean Edwards, is the daughter of the
late Tildon Edwards and Minnie Bell Edwards. Mr. Nanney, son of
the, late Jim Nanney and Willie Pendleton Nakiney, •il retired from the
Maintenance Department of Hart Hall,,Mutray State University. They
attend Memorial Baptist Church.
Their daughter, Chyrle Dean Nanney Stanley, and their granddaughter, Lesa Stanley, are deceased.
One great-granddaughter, Emily, resides in Rockford, Ill.
No formal celebration is planned.

CALENDAR
Monday, Dec. 19
Judging for Murray home and business decoration contest will be completed tonight.
West Kentucky Playwrights Festival/7
p.m./Playhouse in the Park.
Info/759-1752.
Calloway County Middle School Sitebased Decision Making Council/6
p.m./library.
Murray-C!t
1,-;:ntelled County Parks
Board/6:30 ,...,../Murray City Hall.
Rho Chapter Alpha Delta Kappa/
home of Jean Watkins.
Murray Lodge No. 105 Free and
Accepted Masons/7:30 p.m./lodge hall.
Star Trek Fan Club/7 p.m./Calloway
County Public Library.
Single Too/6:30 p.m./Christopher's
Restaurant. Info/753-0817 or
753-3595.
Bingo/Water Valley Volunteer Fire
Department/6:30 p.m./Water Valley
Community Center.
Memorial Baptist Church events
include Friendship Dinner/6
p.m !Fellowship Hall.
First United Methodist Church events
include Reach-Out Callers III/4 p.m.
First Christian Church events include
Boy Scout Troop 77 at 630 p.m.
AA and Al-Anon closed discussion
meeting/8 p.m./American Legion Building, South Sixth and Maple Streets.
Info/759-9882 or 435-4314.
Murray High School events include
boys and girls basketball games at St.
Mary's, Paducah, at 6 and 8 p.m.

474-8339
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MURRAY MUSIC TEACHERS ASSOCIATION held its fall recital on Nov. 20 at Farrell Recital Hall, Doyle Fine
Arts Center, Murray State University. Participating students were, from left, Amber Young, Tascha Huebschmann, Elizabeth Allen, Melissa Villaflor, Jana Herndon, Andrea Scott, Sam Trevathan and Kaylee Ligon.
Teachers of the participating performers were Joyce Herndon and Dorothy Mason of Murray and Karen Heise
of Gilbertsville.

Sweeten your
Christmas!
Draw your own
discount and
receive a treat, too!
Discounts from

10%-50%

Place
Southside Shopping Center

Monday, Dec. 19

Calloway County High School
events include boys and girls basketball games at Fulton City at 6 and 8
p.m.
Tuesday, Dec. 20
Judging for Hazel home and business decoration contest will be tonight.
Health Express of Murray-Calloway
County Hospital/Calloway County
Public Library/8,30-11:30 a.m. and
12:30-3 p.m.
Quilt Lovers of Murray/6
p.m./Calloway County Public Library.
United Way Board meeting/noon at
Weaks Community Center.
Free blood pressure checks/noon-2
p.m./Murray Seventh-day Adventist
Church.
Wranglers Riding Club/7 p.m./North
Branch of Peoples Bank.
Singles Organizational Society
(SOS)/7 p.m./Chamber of Commerce
Into/Jeanne, 753-0224, or Linda,
437-4144.
Murray Art Guild open/10 a.m.-4 p.m
Calloway County Public Library
events include Parents and Twos/9:30
a.m. and Story Hour/10:30 a.m.
Senior Saints of Grace Baptist
Church potluck/11:45 a.m.
Christian Support Group/7 p.m./First
Christian Church.
First United Methodist Church events
include Trustees/noon/Pagliai's.
St. John's Episcopal Church events
include Evening Prayer/5:15 p.m.
Grace Baptist Church Library open.
10-11:30 am.
St. Leo Catholic Church events
include Weigh to Win/6:30
o.m./Gleason Hall.
First Baptist Church events include
Mothers' Day Out/9 a.m. and 3 p.m.;
Sharon Wells Group/10:15 a.m. at
Dumplin's.
Hazel Center open 10 a.m.-2 p.m. for
senior citizens activities
Weeks Community Center open 8
a.m.-4 p.m for senior citizens'
activities.
Dexter Community Center open 9:30
a.m.-2:30 p.m. for senior citizens
activities.
Calloway County Public Library
events include Parents and Twos/9:30
a.m. and Story Hour/10:30 a.m.
Murray TOPS Chapter/6 p.m./First
Presbyterian Church.
Bingo/7 p.m./Knights of Columbus
building.
Coffee Break/9:30 a.m./Martin's
Chapel United Methodist Church
TOPS Chapter of Hardin/7
p.m./Hardin Library.
Parents Anonymous/6 p.m
Info/753-0082.
Murray Optimist Club/6:30
p.m./Homeplace Restaurant.

• See Page 7A

MERRY CHRISTMAS
from Cherry's!
Draw Your Own
Discount For

10%-50%
Savings
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Alcoholics Anonymous and AlAnon are both active groups in
the Murray and Calloway County
area.
AA (Alcoholics Anonymous)
meets every day of the week
• except Thursday.
These meetings are held at the
American Legion Building at
South Sixth and Maple Streets,
Murray.
An "open" meeting means that
a person who has loved one or
has a possible problem with alcohol may attend, but they should
call one of the phone numbers
and they will help them make
plans to attend. This is helpful to
members and newcomers alike. A
"closed" meeting is for alcoholics

Faye Childress
Woodmen Bldg.
3rd & Maple, Murray
763-5234

A Woodmen

ol the World
Life Insurance Sot let,

flume 011ur

ry

r

SUPPORT LOCAL BUSINESS
IT'S LIKE NEIGHBORS
HELPING NEIGHBORS

only.
The meeting schedule is as
follows:
Monday - 8 p.m. - closed and
discussion meeting.
Tuesday - 8 p.m. - open
meeting.
Wednesday - II a.m. - open
discussion.
Friday - 8 p.m. - open to
newcomers.
Saturday- 8 p.m. - open meeting and also for Al-Anon for men
and women with alcoholic problems in family.
Sunday - 9 a.m. and 4 p.m. closed meetings.
For more information about
AA and Al-Anon, call 759-9882
or 435-4314.
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- Come in now thru Dec. 31st
for Big Savings on
GE Appliances!
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-4 p.m.
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m.
Baptist

Portable nom SW* lie
•OutokClerne controls
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\
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•
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$439

QuickCleanRADIANT
RANGE
Spill proof cooktop
design. QuickSet II
oven controls Black
glass door with big

m./First
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I open/

. view window.
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/6 : 30

Model
JBP65GS

Model
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include
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SPACEMAKERPLUSMICROWAVE OVEN
850 watts. 1.1 Co. ft. cavity. Popcorn Pad/Auto
Defrost, Auto Start Cooktop Light Replaces
range hood

p.m. for
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ONLY

LARGE
CAPACITY
3-CYCLE
HEAVY DUTY
DRYER
Model 00071055
•Autornato dry control
Timed Regular cycles
.3 temperature selecticos
•Huge door CC0fIlna for
easy looting of bulky Iterre
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Built-In Dishwasher
Model HDAICOVWH
•Norrnil wash cycle
HOTPOUT
'Heated dry 0001 option
•2•level wean action
P
illie
•Rinse aid dispenser
•Buill-in soft food disposer
.° $229,
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9 Cu Ft Cavity
Turntable
Microwave Oven
Model JE94OGN
ONLY

FREE DELIVERY

$169

Traditional customs and values
will be a focal point in the 1994
Christmas holiday season.
Several of the customs we associate with Christmas were inspired by
literary and screen depictions of
"Old World" Christmases that date
back to legends handed down from
one faith or one people to another.
In America, the most widely
recognized flowers and plants for
holiday gifting and decorative use
include the Christmas tree and/or
wreath, poinsettias, mistletoe,
holly, and the red Christmas rose.
rhristmas Trees and Wreaths
tVinter was a time of celebration
to pre-Christian Romans, and they
decorated Cu trees in honor of this
seasonal change.
In the late 1800s, the English and
Americans were using small,
sparsely decorated trees. A green
wreath or a few branches of pine
were all they used to adorn the front
door of their home. But, the
German people of this era used
elaborate ornaments of tinsel and
candies, and you always saw a star
placed at the very top of their trees.
At the turn of the century,candles
were replaced by electric lights as a
safety measure, and the tradition of
a glittering decorated tree became
the custom. With the introduction
of string lights, many people considered it unlucky to use an odd
number of lights on the tree.
Christmas wreaths, the kissing
cousin to the tree, are ancient symbols of eternal life, a circle with no
beginning and no end.
The use of a Christmas wreath as
a decoration on your front door,
mantle or bay window symbolizes a
sign of welcome and long life to all
who enter.
Christmas Roses
Christian legend tells us of how
the rose came to be associated with
the holy night when Christ was
born.
A little shepherdess, tending
sheep near Bethlehem, saw the
Three Wise Men, and after hearing
their story, followed them to the
manger where they laid their gifts
before Jesus. Being poor, the
peasant girl had nothing to offer the
child. She turned away and wept.
Immediately,an angel appeared and
touched the earth where her tears
had fallen and the ground was

FROM PAGE 6A
Tuesday, Dec. 20
Alcoholics Anonymous/open
meeting/8 p.m /American Legion Hall,
South Sixth and Maple Streets.
Info/759-9882 or 435-4314.
Breastfeeding Support Group/6:30-8
p.m /Board Room of Murray-Calloway
County Hospital. Info/753-3381 or
762-1425.
Cancer Support Group meeting/3
p.m /Educational Unit of MurrayCalloway County Hospital.
Info/762-1100.
Murray Moose Lodge events include
Officers meeting/7 p.m.; Enrollment/8
p.m.
NPR Exposure a photographic exhibit
of National Public Radio personalities/
Wrather West Kentucky Museum/8:30
am to 4:15 P.m.

eo/23 options inclu
RUBBER & Water
s.SmartWash Syst
3-level wash action. llreq
erware basket

Library
,os/9:30
m.
m./First
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Alcoholics Anonymous
and Al-Anon meet here
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30" ELECTRIC
RANGE WITH
SELF-CLEANING
OVEN
Model RB755GN
•Easy so clean upswept cool000
•Autorrete oven timer, clock & II TIN
•Two r a trio 6' plugin Cakod• neeeng elenents
'Black glass oven door

covered with Rwely red roses. We-girl joyfully gathered up the blossoms and carried them to the manger. The Holy Child turned from the
gems and gold of the Wise Men,
reached forth His tiny hands for the
roses and smiled as the girl heaped
them at His feet.
Poinsettias
The star-shaped poinsettia has
become one of the best-known
floral symbols of the Christmas
season.
Brought to this country from
Mexico over 125 years ago by Dr.
Joel Poinsett, the poinsettia is still
called by many, "Flor de Noche
Buena"-- flower of the Holy Night.
Today, poinsettias are the most
popular Christmas plant, and are the
number one flowering potted plant
in the United States.
As a change from the traditional
pot plant, you can arrange poinsettia
leaves, mixed with roses and a sprig
of holly or other holiday greens, in a
cornucopia or brandy snifter to
make a colorful individual place
setting attractive at any holiday
feast. After the party is over,
distribute the snifters to various
locations of the house -- the bedroom, bath or even by the kitchen
sink.
Mistletoe
Through the ages mistletoe has
meant many things to many people.
It is said to have miraculous qualities, including the power of healing
diseases, giving fertility to humans
and animals, and bring good luck
and great blessings.
Tradition says kissing beneath
this blessed foliage and berry seals a
promise of marriage and assured
happiness. When brought indoors,
mistletoe bestows blessings and radiates love to all in the household.
Holly
Holly, both the tree itself and its
brightly berried branches, holds
special significance at Christmas.
The very name is believed to be
derived from the word "holy."
Holly has been widely used in
ceremonials long before the Christian era. The Druids considered
holly sacred and used it in healing
the sick. It would repel evil spirits
and protect a house from lightning
and storms. Branches hung around
the house and stable were a good
omen,and it was believed that cattle
would thrive if holly were placed
where it could be seen on Christmas
Day.
Popular all over the world, holly
has been a Christmas symbol for.
many nations. In Italy,sprigs of this
evergreen are used in decorating
mangers. In Germany, it is known
as "Christ dorn," and woven into the
crown of the Crucifixion,and an old
legend relates that before the berries
were red they were yellow, and the
wounds of Christ stained them
blood red.
Christmas is your traditions. . .
thoke traditions which your family
obselves. Some old. Some new.
Make old and new Christmas traditions blend to reflect your personality, style, and the love you have
for family and friends. Even the
warmth you share with a stranger is
what makes Christmas memories
last forever.

Billy P'Pool, M.D.
Family Medicine
is now accepting appointments.

FREE NORMAL INSTALLATION
Walk-ins Welcome

12 Month No Financing Charges

For Appointments Call

(1/12th Repayment Plan)
GECAF Financing — Ask For Details

759-4880

MURRAY APPLIANCE 8 TV

Medical Arts Building
Suite 205E
300 S. 8th St. • Murray

Your GE, Jenn Air & Hotpoint Dealer

753-1586

212 E. Main St.
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Senators pledge better
future ahead for farmers

HAIR

Farmers can expect better times
The drive for fiscal austerity
ahead, both politically and eco- could affect deliberations over a
nomically, according to Kentucky new farm bill next year, he noted.
Sens. Wendell Ford and Mitch Republican leaders will be looking
McConnell.
forcreative ways to reduce governThe state's two senior national- ment's role in farming, while inlevel political leaders addressed the creasing profit potential.
75th Kentucky Farm Bureau conOverall, McConnell said the
vention in Louisville. Ford key- GOP takeover of Congress will
noted a December 8 commodity provide a boost to agriculture.
luncheon and McConnell spoke at a
"No matter the issue, America's
December 10 legislative breakfast. farmers will be less threatened
_pord.tud_umng. prAise for -la'--taidef-ii-Republican Congress than
-bacco industry negotiators who re- they were before," he said. "We're
cently hammered out what he called ,e.,ing to geegovernment out of your
"a billion dollar deal" to eliminate .tace and out of your pocketbooks."
tobacco surpluses and stabilize production quotas.
Kentucky Farm Bureau president, William R. Sprague, joined
officials of the Lexington-based
Burley Tobacco Growers Association to represent burley growers in
the talks, which stretched over the
past several wecks.
The two sides—growers and cigarette manufacturers—agreed on a
seven-year buyout of tobacco
SteiCkS, and, Set a. minimum.quota
standard that holds production'estimates at or above current levels- %
through the year 2001.
Noting that manufacturers' fluecured tobacco purchase intentions
for 1995, submitted after the deal
was struck, indicate a 15 to 20
percent quota hike for next year.
Ford said he hopes burley violas
move in the same direction. Those
figures won't be announced until
February.
The senator announced that he
has appointed an industry-wide
committee that will study further
actions to ensure a stable tobacco
economy in the future. Both flue'Cured and burley growers are represented, along with warehouse operators, exporters and manufacturers.
Ford says he expects the committee to develop a consensus on
whatever legislative or administrative changes might be needed in the
tobacco program. He said he would
work to gain approval of any plan
the group develops.
Ford also made a strong pitch for
9:00 - 6:00
increased export trade in tobacco
and tobacco products. He said U.S.
cigarette exports have tripled over
the past ID years, moving from 60
billion to 200 billion annually,
5:00
while domestic consumption has
declined from 600 billion to 500
billion.
Japan, Taiwan and South Korea
have been among the best- new
markets in that period, he noted, but
5:00
China, Southeast Asia, Russia and
Eastern Europe offer the best
growth prospects now.
McConnell previewed prospects
for next year's Congressional session at the legislative breakfast,
which was attended by county Farm
Bureau leaders from across the
state.
He told the group that chances for
quick legislative action are good on
such items as a balanced budget
amendment and line item veto authority, but McConnell warned that
finding the spending cuts necessary
to bring the federal budget into
balance will be difficult.
Such popular programs as farm
supports, small business loans and
environmental initiatives are sure to
become targets in Congress, he
noted, along with social welfare
programs and health spending.
McConnell said the secret for
moving toward a balanced budget is
to reduce the rate of annual budget
increases below the inflation rate.
He ruled.out any prospects for tax
increases and said Social Security
will be exempt from congressional
budget reductions.

Holiday Tanni
Specials
DESIGN

$36
• 12 Visits
• One Month Unlimited $40

Roy's Discount Pharmacy
for Your Convenience Now Offers

UPS Pick-Up

Look Great
for the
Holidays
Gift Certificates
Avaialble

Daily Monday-Friday
Ship Weekly & Sane Money
9 a.m.-8 p.m. Sal. 9 a.m.-7 p.m. Sun. 1-5 p.m
753-2380
Hwy. 641 N. Olympic Plaza

Appointments Necessary
HWY 641 N • The Village • Murray • 759-495?.,

To advertise or subscribe to the
Murray Ledger & Times call 753-1916

BERRY FURNITURE & MATTRESS
302 North Main • Phone 527-2400 • Benton, Ky.

YEAR END CLEARANCE

Our Year Has Been the Biggest And Best In
Our History. So For The Remainder Of. 1994 We Will Offer Our Complete Inventory For Only...
Its Simple!
Look At
The Tag
And Pay
Only
Half!

MONDAY - FRIDAY
SATURDAY
9:00 SUNDAY
1:00 -

6.52%
Gosnotecd for one year upon issue. subject to chance on policy nanlversary dam

Our current
Flex H Annuity
interest rate.
The guaranteed rate
Is 4% for life of
your Annuity.
Also available as an IRA
Southern Farm Bureau Life Insurance
Company offers Flex II. a Flexible
Premium Retirement Annuity designed for periodic as well as single
premiums. Your contributions. less

any applicable maintenance tees, accumulate wealth for the future.
Early surrender charges apply.
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Lamps
Gun Cabinets
Sectionals
Glider Rockers

Bunk Beds
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Up To 36 Months Financing - Quick
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90 Days Same As Cash
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Sports News
Golden State Warriors coach Don
Nelson was released from Summit
Medical Center in Oakland, Calif , on
Sunday after tour days of treatment for
viral pneumonia Nelson, 56, hopes to
return to the team by Jan 1

RRAY
SPURTs

III SECTION
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Today's Sports
III BASKETBALL: Murray (G/B) vs St Mary - 6
• BASKETBALL: Calloway (G/B) vs Fulton City - 6
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Tigers squander
second half edge
in loss to Mules
By MARK YOUNG
Staff Writer
MAYFIELD - James Foster
scored 17 points in the third
quarter against Poplar Bluff, Mo.,
Saturday, but still didn't shoot
enough for the Tigers to win.
,The Murray High senibr tallied
the Tigers' first 17 points of the
second half 'as Murray took a
51-39 lead, but scored only two
more points thereafter as Poplar
Bluff rallied for a 71-65 win at
the Super Saturday Shootout at
Mayfield High School, handing
_the Tigers their first loss of the
year.
"We didn't get James the ball
down low in the fourth quarter,"
said David Carr, filling in for
Murray head coach Cary Miller,
who was out of town. "I don't
think it was anything Poplar
Bluff did on defense that hurt
us."
Foster wound up with 34
point's, but Murray, which had
edged Mayfield by one the night
before, only had one other player

Lakers prove
point vs. UHA
But what does a win over a
high-profile team like University Heights Academy mean for
the Lakers?
"I don't know exactly what it
means, other than we can play
By MARK YOUNG
with good teams," Calloway
Staff Writer
coach Ron Greene said. "I think
what we did is encouraging. We
MAYFIELD - The reason
for 'University-Heights' 1-74-----144041-41-100d learn here Today,
and I hopeg*c learn from it."
record entering Saturday's
At the outset, however, it
game with Calloway County
looked as if Barnes would conwas the caliber of the Blazers'
trol the game from start to finopposition through the first five
ish as he tallied 13 points in the
games this year.
first quarter.
Better make that 1-5 through
But Calloway made the giant
the first six games.
in green work for his points the
Calloway County, despite
rest of the way. Barnes never
giving up 28 points to 6-9 Uniscored more than six points in
versity Heights center Lamont
any quarter thereafter.
Barnes, turned in a gritty per- "Theystarted-right-eff-taking - forfriance -that rESulted-in
it do the glass; they did what
59-53 overtime win at the Super
they had to do," Greene said.
Saturday Shootout at Mayfield
"After - the first quarter, we
High School, raising their
tightened things up. We made
record to 5-1 on the year.
Tyler (Bohannon) work harder
inside so they had to throw the
Tyler Bohannon looks for a shot
hall over his head to get the ball
against a tall pair of UNA players,

Lakers drop
Heights 59-53

to score in double figures as
Robert Weatherly added 14.
"Chris Cheaney only had three
shots, and he's got to shoot from
the outside more," Carr said."We
didn't get any balance or loose
balls, but it's hard playing the
'night bcfpre and then come ug
'here for'It 1:30 game."
Foster was a monster for the
first half of the third period. Poplar Bluff led 35-34 at halftime,
but Foster came out and outscored the Mules 8-2 in the opening moments to give Murray a
42-37 edge. Following a basket
by Bluff's Rodney Kennedy, Foster went on another tear, scoring
nine unanswered points, including two buckets off steals, to
propel Murray to its largest
spread of the game, 51-39.
But from there it seemed Foster's scoring, and the entire Murray team's scoring, for that matter, had suddenly run out.
Poplar Bluff ended the third

MI See Page 38

II See Page 2B

LADY RACER BASKETBALL

Moore's 24
lifts MSU
to big win
at U.S Air

Western blitzes
Murray St. 90-48
Smith's hot hand
boosts Lady Racers

rs

EMMY

WKU 90, Lady Racers 48
HURRAY ST. (1-5)
FI•104 2.4 2.4 7. Coterie 0-2 0-0 0. 446 4.7 14 10,
Gray 0-0 0-0 0, Rodgers 2.504 4. Blindlord 0-0 0-0
0. Perceall 2-9 0-0 4, Florribuckle 0-0 0-0 O. Smith
5-7 2.3 17. Minor 2-6 1-2 5 Paige 0-1 0.00. Powell
0-2 1.2 1 Totals 17-43 7-13 48.
W. KENTUCKY (8-0)
Bowen 1.3 0-0 2, Doyle 9-13 3.420, C.041:1 54 1.2
11, Werner 0-4 54 5 Coak 5-9 53 14, MIAMI 0-4
2-22. Townsend 3-9 1-2 9. Also 012.22. Reed 04
2-22. Ashby 55 0-0 6. Gamble 241.25, Abel 4-7
4-4 12 Total. 31-75 24.31 90.
Haltonw-W. Kentucky 42, Murray SI. 29. 3-point
goals-Murray St 7-10 (FleMs 1-1. HuM 1.1. Rodgers 0-1. Plerceall 52. Smith 5-5), W. Kentucky 4-19
(Doyle 1-2, Warner 0.4. Cook 1-1. Haokkila 0-2.
Townsend 57, Read 0-1, Gamble 0-1). Fouled outMnor Rebounds-Murray St 32 (Fields 5). W Morttudty 46 (Abell 9). Assists-Murray St 11 (Hunt.
Rodgers 3), W. Kentucky 16(Warner s) TO1111C4)11310Urray St 23, W. Kentucky 15 9-1,941.

By STEVE PARKER
Sports Editor
BOWLING GREEN - Murray
State's Lady Racers got into the
spirit of giving Saturday night in
their matchup at No. 16 Western
Kentucky.
Feshman Chase Smith gave
Western a hard time in the first
half, and Smith and her team-• 42-29 at half after shooting 48
matcs gave Western the ball in percent from the field, but comthe second.
mitted five turnovers on their
Facing one of the top defensive first six trips down the floor to
'teams in women's basketball, the start the second half and allow
Lady Racers had more turnovers Western to make a 14-0 run to
than points in the second half to take a 56-29 lead.
erase a solid first half in a 90-48
"We came out flat," said Lady
defeat to the Lady Hilltoppers.
Hilltopper head coach Paul San"You can't take anything away derford. "The first 10 minutes we
from Western Kentucky, they're weren't ready to play, but you've
definitely a top twenty team," got to tip your had to Eddie, he's
Lady Racer head coach Eddie done a great job.
Fields said. "Sixteenth may not
"We turned up the pressure
tell how good they are. They've midway through the first half and
got great size and quickness and we showed that we're a much
they play well together."
-better team."
Western (6-0) came into E.A.
Murray State committed 20
Diddle Arena ranked 18th nation- turnovers in the second half and
ally in scoring defense and 10th scored just 19 points. Murray
in field goal percentage defense. State finished with 34 turnovers
On Dec. 11, the Lady Toppers and shot only 39.5 percent from
topped Kentucky 64-48 and held the field.
the Lady Kats to 22 nercent
"The change hurt us," Fields
shooting.
Murray State (1-5) trailed •See Page 2B

FAIRBORN, Ohio (AP) William Moore had a career-high
24 points and five teammates also
hit double digits as Murray State
defeated Prairie View A&M
116-97 Saturday in the consolation game of the USAIR Classic.
Youngstown State beat tournament host Wright State 62-56 in
the championship game later
Saturday night.
Murray State's 116-points is a
new USAIR classic team record.
Wright State set the previous
record, 112 points, last year
against Prairie View A&M.
Murray State (4-3) jumped out
with an 11-4 ran and built to a
64-46 halftime lead. Prairie View
(2-7) was never able to catch up
and -trailed by as many as 30
points.
Marcus Brown added 21 points
for Murray State. Vincent Rainey
hit 16, .9ucnnon Echols scored
14, Fred Walker made 12 and
Jerrod Martin contributed 10.
Murray State was 22-of-25
from the free throw line, or 88
percent, for the game. Prairie
View. was 29-of-36, or 81
percent.
STEVE PARKER Lodger & Tunes photo

Lady Racer freshman Shonta Hunt, right, tries to drive past Lady Topper defender Veronica Cook in the first
half of Murray State's 90-48 loss at Western Kentucky on Saturday night in Bowling Green.

Murray State will be in action
Thursday night when they host
Pikeville College at 7:30 p.m. in
Race Arena.

Steelers staying home; top Browns 17-7
By DAVE GOLDBERG
AP Football Writer
PITTSBURGH .(AP) - The
Pittsburgh Steelers did what they
had to do to beat the Cleveland
Browns, who did everything possible to beat themselves.
The result Sunday: a 17-7 win
by the Steelers to ensure themselves the easiest possible road to
the Super Bowl. It's a trip the
franchise hasn't taken in 15
years.

Pittsburgh won Sunday on the
arm of Neil O'Donnell and the
back of Barry Foster, who ran for
106 yards despite two broken
vertebra. They also got plenty of
help from the Browns, who had

three turnovers and 10 penalties
for 96 yards, including two that
led directly to two Pittsburgh
touchdowns in the first quarter.
"We're not going to say we're were the lone exception - two
not the best. When you've won, years ago.
you've won," Pittsburgh lineCleveland (10-5) is in the playbacker Greg Lloyd said. -You offs as a wild-Card. •
can't say we got lucky, because
"There's ;a 'distinct - advantage
we won the game."
to being home. There's an energy
The win, Pittsburgh's seventh we drew from the crowd today,"
straight, left the Steelers at 12-3 Pittsburgh coach Bill Cowher
and clinched both the AFC Centr- said of the -60,808 fans, the
al title and home field advantage largest crowd ever at Three
for the conference playoffs. In six Rivers.
of the last seven years, the AFC
"Hopefully, that's a sign_ of
team with- the home field advan- --WhalTroitif;-to lake place in the
tage has gone on to the Super future."
Bowl. The Steelers themselves
Sunday's could be divided into

down. On the next play, Neil
O'Donnell found Yancey Thigpen deep for a 40-yard touchdown pass as the ball went right
two distinct parts - the first through the hands of Cleveland
quarter, when the Steelers jumped safety Stevon Moore.
It continued on the second
to a 14-0 lead and outgained
Cleveland _155-14, and the. final series when an interference call
three, when Pittsburgh sat back -- on Dent -Griffist'Ittrill,-LA-yard
and watched Vinny Testaverde TD run by Foster.
Then it was Cleveland's time
and the Browns self-destruct time
to figure out ways to lose on
after time.
The self-destruction actually offense, including:
- An interception Testaverde.
started on the game's first possession, when Cleveland's Benny threw to Gary Jones to deprive
Thompson jumped offside on a the Browns of an almost sure
-Mark Ro"yals punt- on field 'got!: -""". "
- Another interception by
fourth-and-1 from the Browns'
45, giving Pittsburgh a first Chad Brown that set up Pitts-

O'Donnell, Foster lead way

burgh's other score, a 49-yard
fourth-quarter field goal by Gary
Anderson. "The ball was wet,"
said Testaverde, who was 21 of
42 for 250 yards;
- A taunting penalty on rookie Derck Alexander that stopped
Cleveland's opening drive of the
s
--half - just when-the
Browns seemed to have momentum. They had scored to close the
first half on a 14-yard TD pass
from Testaverde to Mark Carrier
and the Alexander had just
caught a 14-yard third-doWn pass
to the Pittsburgh 39 when he
'tire the flag by spiking the ball

See Pegs 3B
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•Tigers squander...

Sports Briefs

;••

FROM PAGE 1B
period in the same fashion Murray started it
as the Mules outscored the Tigers 12-1 tr1
come to within 52-51 heading into the final
frame. Only a Cheaney free throw at the 3:05
mark prevented the game from being tied.
Foster scored inside to open the fourth period, but there would be no I7-point explosion
this time as Poplar Bluff rolled off the next
seven points to take the lead for good as it
turned out, 58-54.
-With the Mules up 61-56, Albert Byrd
canned a three-pointer from the right comer
to bring Murray to within 61-59, and then
came the play that possibly decided the game.
Foster came up with a steal near midcourt
and appeared to be headed for a game-tying
score, but a Poplar Bluff player came in at the
last moment to swipe the ball away. No foul
was called, and seconds later, Murray's Jason
West received a technical foul for arguing the
call. The Mules' Matthew Brannon hit both
technical shots, and then made two more soon
afterward for a 65-59 lead.
Poplar Bluff went on to hit four more after
Brannon's four straight and made 12 of 14 in
the fourth period to keep Murray at bay.

COLLEGE BASKETBALL

North Carolina, UCLA lead poll
(AP) — North Carolina and UCLA held thc top two spots
in The Associated .Press college pol1.4 the third straight
week today.
North Carolina (6-0) received 57 first-Place votes and
1,616 points from the media panel, while UCLA (4-0) had
live firsts and 1,518 points.
Arkansas (6-1) is third, followed by Massachusetts (5-1),
Kentucky (5-1), Arizona (7-1), Kansas (5-1), Florida (5-1),
Duke (5-1) and Connecticut (4-0).
•
PRO FOOTBALL

Johnson won't return to NFL coaching
NEW YORK (AP) — Jimmy Johnson, who quit after leading the Dallas Cowboys to their second straight Super Bowl
title last season, said Sunday that he has no plans to coach
next season in the NFL.
Johnson, speaking on Fox's pregame show from Los
Angeles, said he would remain as a commentator for "Fox
NFL Sunday" and HBO's "Inside the NFL."

MARK YOUSIG/Lectge, & Times photo

Murray senior Robert Weatherly slips Inside for
a shot in Saturday's game against Poplar Bluff.

Poplar Bluff 71, TIGERS 65
17 al 61 — 75
a M LI — 61
POPLAR BLUFF (71)
sonde 2, Foots,. Brannon 15 Kennedy 10 Hendon 5 Heyee2 rens
36
21
EGiA
Three-oont 4- T3
TOTALS
Paolo
Dunun
Mockabee
2
rroots 2 Brannon HamIoni FT.A 17-20 RebaJede 23
MURRAY (66)
foster 34 Weatherly 14 Rayburn I Byrd 5 Chesney 4 Weal Thomas.
Hayman TOTALS EGA 20-34 Three-pont 5-15 t17199) FTA 10-15
Rebounos 20 iFoster Weatherki Cl Record 4

POPLAR GIME*
MURRAY

"We got up 12 and they made a run at us,"
Carr said. "We got back up three at the start
of the fourth quarter, but thoikey point for us
was when James got that steal and the kid
reached in from behind; he got fouled on the
play but it wasn't called, and from that point
on, it was all Poplar Bluff."
_poplar Bluff led 17-11 late in the first quarter, but Foster hit a three-With a -second left to
bring the Tigers to within 17-14.
The teams then got involved in a racehorse
second period, with Murray scoring eight
baskets inside and Poplar Bluff hitting three
treys. The Mules managed to cling to a 35-34
lead at halftime.
Murray, now 4-1, hosts St. Mary tonight in
a girls-boys doubleheader, starting at 6 p.m.

COLLEGE FOOTBALL

Youngstown wins I-AA championship

•Lady Racers...

HUNTINGTON, W.Va. (AP) — Mark Brungard scored on
2- and 39-yard runs and threw a touchdown pass as defending champion Youngstown State beat Boise State 28-14 in
(he NCAA Division I-AA title game Saturday.
Youngstown State (14-0-1) won its third title in a record- 1
ting four consecutive championship appearances. Boise State
finished 13-2.

FROM PAGE 1B
said Western's tight defense.
"They went from a man-to-man
to a 2-2-1 zone and a 1-3-1 zone.
They did a lot of things to hurt

Best buy on car and home stereos in
town or out of town.
Shop & Compare.

World Of Sound
222 S. 12th • 753-5865 • VISA/MC

Golf
It 9 Holes
Seet&GICIO 4(
18 Holes
Par 3 Golf

& Sports Center

A

$3.00
$5.00

Weekends & Holidays

9 Holes
18 Holes
- Golf Lessons Available •
Practice Range
$1.75
Miniature Golf
753-1152

$4.00
$7.00

Carts $3.00 per 9 Holes
$1, $2, & $3.50 Buckets
500
Batting Range
N. 16th St., Murray

• TIRES • SERVICE • TIRES •SERVICE • TIRES • SERVICE •

THE LAST SET OF
TIRES YOU MAY BUY
THIS CENTURY

Had Western not gone to a
zone, Smith may have scored
over 30 points.
Shooting a blistering 5-for-5
from three-point range. Smith had
17 at halftime to lead all scorers.
The 5-9 freshman sharpshooter
from Ridgway, Ill., was 0-for-2
in the second half.
"We had a little discussion
about that at halftime," Sanderford said of Smith's shooting. "I
told the kids they must be brain
dead for letter her stand out there
and shoot it."
"Chase had it going on," said
Fields. "We had to be thankful
she was filling' it up. Nothing was
by design, she just made some
good cuts.
"They made some adjustments
at halftime and made sure someone was on her all the time."
Western had an eye on one
Lady Racer in particular all
evening.
Stephanie Minor, a sophomore
transfer from Westem Kentucky,
was the top attraction Saturday
night.
Minor became eligible last
week after sitting out two semesters under the transfer rule. She
fouled out midway through the
second half with five points and
three rebounds.

"I was so nervous," Minor said
of her first game back. "I haven't
played organized ball in two
years, so it took a while to get
into the flow, but I'm going to
keep working on it."
Minor, a powerful 5-11, hurt
Western with her strong post-up
moves, but showed some rust in a
2-for-6 shooting night. But Fields
was happy to have an inside force
to go with a young, but strong,
perimeter game.
"You could see that their post
players were struggling with
Minor," Fields said of the Madisonville native. "Just playing for
her is the biggest thing. I think
her foul trouble came from being
out of shape, but we'll work on
that."
Minor's impact on the game
was immediate.
She entered the game at the
16:47 mark of the first half with
the Lady Racers trailing 5-2. Six
minutes later, she hit a five-foot
jumper to give the Lady Racers a
19-14 lead.
Western responded with a 15-0
run after the Lady Racers' threat
to jump out to a 29-19 lead.

STEVE PARKERiLedger 8. Times photo

Sophomore Stephanie Minor shoots over Western's Laurie Townsend
for two of her five points in her first game as a Lady Racer.

Gwen Doyle led Western with
20 points and Veronica Cook had
14.
Murray State returns to action
on Dec. 29 when they host Navy
at 7 p.m.

SCOREBOARD
Sponsored By:

Jane Rogers Ins.
'See me for all your family insurance needs'
305 N. 12th St., Murray
(next to Century 211

NFL GLANCE

Association-1W

for your best deals on car & home stereos
Low, Low Overhead Lets Us Sell At Discount
222 S. 12th • MC/VISA • 753-5865

Like a good neighbor,
State Farm is there
State Farm Insurance Companies
Home Offices: Bloomington, Illinois
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753-9627
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It Works Wonders.

Al) Twee CST
AMERICAN CONFERENCE
Eset
W I T Pct. PF PA
600 362 307
9 6 0
603 338 309
9 6 0
ita7ngland
467 331 346
8 0
7
Buffalo
467 297 311
8 0
7
indianapols
400 254 296
9 0
6
NY Jets
Central
3 0
800 282 197
12
i-Putsburgh
667 305 195
5 0
10
y Cleveland
133 243 376
2 13 0
Cinonnah
067 202 342
1 14 0
Houston

L

Indianapolis ID,
Kansas

West

3.4
294
300
319
278

272
308
289
366
288

T
0
0
0
0
0

Pct. PF
786 380
533 264
533 229
467 278
133 296

PA
217
295
257
275
391

0
0
0
0
0

600
600
600
533
CO

335
337
268
348
232

300
315
294
288
317

867
429
400
267

491
302
307
265

275
355
379
341

667
0
San Diego
600
9 6 0
LA Raiders
533
7 0
8
Kansas City
467
7 8 0
Denver
400
9 0
6
Seattle
NATIONAL CONFERENCE

MatrAM,

Ear

The XH4 is so long lasting its backed by an 80,000 Mile Treadwear
Limited Warranty.' So by the time the year 2000 rolls around,
you'll probably still be riding on the same set of
AF-14 all-season radials
•Siee us for werrunty detail.

THE ONE AND ONLY

Looking for a gift for
that "hard to buy for"
person?

W I
3
11
7
7
8
13
Central
6
6
6
7
9

Deltas
NY Giants
Anzona
Philadebhia
Washington
Minnesota
'Detroit
Chicago
Green Bay
Tampa Bay

vire

San Francisco
New Orleans
Atlanta
LA Rants

13
6
6
a

2
8
9
11

i.cInched drvison
y-cinched playoff spot ,
Saturday• GOT.
Detroit 41, kannetiola 19
San Francisco 42. Denver 19
Sunday'. Game.
Green Bay 21, Atlanta 17
Chicago 27, Los Angeles Rams 13
New England 41 BOUM 17
San Dego 21. liMei York Jets 6
Tampa Bay 17, Washington 14
Miami 6
Anzona 28. Cinonnati 7
City 31, HOUSIOA 9
New York Giants 16 Philadeythra 13
Pittsburgh 17, Cleveland 7
Los Angeles Raiders 17, Seattle 16
Monday'. Game
Dallas at New Orleans, 8 pm
Saturdey. Dec. 24
noon
Atlanta,
at
Anzona
Buffalo at Indianapolis. noon
Dallas at New York Giants, noon
Green Bay at Tampa Bay noon
New England at Chicago, neon
Philadelphia at Cincinnati. noon
Seattle at Cleveland. noon
Kansas City at Los Angeles Raiders 3 pm
New Orleans at Denver, 3 pm
New York Jets at Houston, 3 pm
Pittsburgh at San Diego, 3 p m
Washington at Les Angeles Rama 3 Pm
Sunday, D.c 25
Detroit at Miami. 7 pm
Monday, Oec. 26
al Minnesota. 8 pm
Francisco
San

Let us help with your last
minute shopping!

MICHELIN"

New York Times Bestseller
Hardback & Paperback Books

X114®

25% Off

Storey's Sport Shop
BUY - SELL - TRADE

Bargain Books

MICHELIN®
BECAUSE SO Muc-

CASTLEMAN
TIRE & REPAIR
Sedalia Y - Mayfield - 247-5866
• TIRES • SERVICE • TIRES • SERVICE • TIRES • SERVICE •

30%-60% Off

Gift Certificates
Available

Large Selection Of Children's Books.

OPEN: MON.-FRI. 10-7,
SAT. 10-5, SUN. 12-5

MSU Jackets, Sweatshirts,
Caps, T-Shirts, etc.
j

University Bookstore
Open Monday-Friday 8-6, Saturday 9-6
Sunday 1-6

NOW IN

Topps Basketball • Hoops Basketball
Fleer Basketball • Upper Deck Basketball
Stadium Club Basketball

502 Maple Street
%g
4gio

759-1214
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•Lakers prove point...
FROM PAGE 18
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LAKERS 59, U. Heights 53, OT

inside to Barnes."
University Heights led 45-36
early in the fourth quarter following a Barnes layup before
Calloway got themselves in
position to make a comeback.
It all started when Jay Herndon was fouled on a three.point
shot with 5:41 remaining. He
made all three shots, then added
another moments later. Thomas
Hornbuckle then canned two at
the 3:40 mark, and suddenly the
Lakers were right back in it,
trailing only 45-42.
Calloway's Brad Cleaver and
UHA's Michael Forrest then
traded baskets, one of Cleaver's
being a three, to make it 49-47.
Then things got crazy.
The Blazers missed the front
end of a one-and-one opportunity with 44 seconds left, then
missed another front end 12
seconds later after a Hombucklc
shot rolled off the rim.
With 20 seconds remaining,
Herndon was again fouled on a
three-point shot as the Blazers
remembered Herndon's longrange shooting explosion in the
Lakers' game at Marshall County Dec. 9, when he scored 21
points in the second half. Herndon made the first and last of
the three foul shots to tic the
game up at 49-all.
Barnes was then called for an
offensive foul on the other end,
but Victor blocked a David
Greene shot at the buzzer to
force the overtime period.

CALLOWAY
U

16 34 94 S — 69
U 36 41 — 93
CALLOWAY (SU
Clearwr 24 Greene 12 Herndon 9 Elownnon A mom
bocit• 6 Arrdenon TOTALS FG t 7 Thrw-cront 7
iCoravor 5 Groom 21 FT-A '9-25 ROCOMI 5-1
U. HEIGHTS (43)
Barnes 24 Format 13 Victor 7 &Jaw 3 Sownapan 2
TOTALS FO 24 Thrw-porn1 4 (Forrest 2. Wanes
%newer FT-A Alt lissom 1.5

The extra'four-minute period
belonged to Calloway. Cleaver
started the overtime period with
a three to make it 52-49, and
the Lakers never trailed again
as they made good on seven of
10 free throw attempts, including a six-of-eight showing from
Greene.
"Their guy backed off from
me, and I just felt it on the
shot," Cleaver said of the three
that opened the overtime period. "It gave us some
momentum."
Barnes was dominant in the
first period, scoring nine
straight points as part of an
11-0 Blazer run that put them
up 13-6. Calloway didn't stay
down for long, however, as a
Cleaver three and a three-point
play by Herndon late in the period, brought them to within
18-16 at the quarter's end.
The Lakers, hoping to curb
Barnes' offensive explosion,
slowed the game's pace considerably in the second frame.
Cleaver opened the period with
another three, and after a Barnes layup, Hornbuckle completed a three-point play and
Cleaver canned a jumper for a

photo
send
tr.

FROM PAGE 1B
near Lloyd.
"We shot ourselves in the foot
early on and put ourselves in a
hole we couldn't get back out
of," said defensive tackle
Michael Dean Perry. "We have
to put back to back games
together and we can't do that
with the mental errors and the
costly penalties we made."
Pittsburgh, on the other hand,
took care of the ball.
O'Donnell, who hit five of his
first six passes, finished 10-of-18
for 175 yards and Foster carried
32 times.
"I don't feel much now
because my adrenaline is still
pumping," Foster said after the

24-20 Calloway advantage. The
Blazers, however, bounced back
with a Mauryio Buckner threepointer and a Barnes soak With'
Just three seconds remaining to
keep University Heights up
25-24 at halftime.
Barnes and Forrest each
scored six points, including a
three from Forrest, as the Blazers opened up a 37-29 advantage early in the third frame.
Greene canned a three and
Cleaver scored inside to offset a
Harold Swanagan bucket, bringing Calloway to within five at
39-34 heading into the final
eight minutes.
Cleaver paced Calloway with
24 points while Greene had 12,
Herndon scored nine, Bohannon
tallied eight and Hornbuckle

tallied six. The Lakers were 18
of 25 at the free throw stripe.
Forrest backed up Barnes' 28
With 13 of his own while Victor
had seven. The Blazers were
five of 11 at the free throw line.
"Barnes is supposed to be
one of the best players in the
state; he's tough, and when he
gets the ball inside he'll score."
said Cleaver. "But 1 think today
we found our click, and we're
coming together. We weren't
really clicking this summer, but
we are now.
"I think we're capable of
playing with anybody," Cleaver
said.
Calloway is back in action
tonight, hosting Fulton City in a
girls-boys doubleheader at 6
p.m.
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Local trade in, loaded, extra nice.
was'12,975
game. "I hope I'm not too sore
and stiff tomorrow."
The Steelers finish next week
at San Diego, a game Cowhcr
insisted they would play all-out
to keep momentum going. The
Chargers clinched the AFC West
on Sunday with a win over the
New York Jets but need another
victory to ensure a first-round
playoff bye.
Other Steelers are thinking
beyond next week.
Way beyond.
"Deja vuuuuuuuu!" exulted
backup defensive back Tim
McKyer, who was a starting cornerback for San Francisco the last
time the Super Bowl was played
in Miami in 1989.

A
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1990 Cadillac Sedan Deville

•Steelers...

hw u real value,
Numulte furniture offer.
quality. hunitcrufted furniture
f1 1 math v.,ur Ws)*

THE HOLIDAYS

itt-C
40% OFF

Special Savings Now
Through Jan. 3, 1995

r

NORWALK®
FURNITURE

Frustrated by trying to find
the colors and patterns
you want? Norwalk
Furniture offers just what
you're looking for with
your choice of over 1000
fabrics and leathers.

And you can choose
from over 500 styles of
sofas, chairs, sectionals
and recliners.

'109995

NOW

1991 Mercury Colony Park Station Wagon
Loaded, leather interior, local trade in,
nice clean wagon.

NOW

was '9,995

HOME FOR

8,45O

So come in and relax!
Norwalk Furniture
has what you want,
when you want it,
with delivery in just
35 days.

spcv0%
GRILL
1992 Ford Chateau Club Wagon
Extra sharp, loaded, quad captain chairs, hi capacity
air conditioner, low mileage.
was '16,975

11,1,

While MSU is on
break
give yourself a
break.

14,975

NOW

LARGEST SELECTION OF
REAL LEATHER ANYWHERE-I
1991 Honda Accord EX Station Wagon
Moonroof, local trade in, extra nice, loaded.
was '14,995

Now

12,895

Try us for Lunch or Dinner
during the Holidays.
SCHOOL'S OUT • PLENTY OF PARKING • FAST SERVICE
DAILY LUNCH SPECIALS• NO WAITING
JUST GOOD FOOD • TAKE OUT - 753-1116

OPEN DECEMBER 26TH & JANUARY 2ND REGULAR HOURS
CATCH ALL THE BOWL GAMES ON JANUARY 2ND

1976 Chevrolet Blazer
Hunter's Special, 4x4 auto, local trade in.

€ CO LP IP 4:30ra
Good Monday-Thursday
December 19 thru January 1 2

BUY ONE DINNER ENTREE,
GET 2ND 1/2 PRICE

PRICE
PLEASE PRESENT TO CASHIER

EQUAL OR
LESSER VALUE

I 5th & Olive Blvd. - Murray, Kentucky
Monday thru Saturday - 10 a.rn.- 10 p.m.
Closed Sunday

was '5,295

NOW

'3,995

Parker Ford
Lincoln-Mercuryo.
"You Will Be Satisfied"
701 Main St. Murray, Ky.- 753-5273
13i440
3:10,1
"4
1V9
9
/1
1144,401Z

Trass
FURNITURE,INC.
103 South 3rd • Downtown Murray
753-3621 • Hours: 8-5 Monday-Saturday
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II s9
I Get Your FREE
I Full Spinal Examination!
(NO OBLIGATION • NOIHING TO PAY)

YOU MAY HAVE ONE OF THESE
16 DANGER SIGNALS OF PINCHED NERVES!

I

13 Numb Fingers
9 Numb Hands
Dwiness
ta Hip Pain
10 Bursitis
Sore Elbows
15 Tight Muscles
It Pain down Legs
Neck Pain
16 Aching Feet
12 Muscle Spasms
Indigestion
can relieve your
care
chiropractic
professional
careful,
FIND OUT NOW whether
aches ancl.pans. This exarninabon normally costs $30.00 ot more. It will include a
,n•Lirning•-•_test,a blood pressuratesL a spinal
h4or•••••..ti
elstrepreebe-erinoperactest.• a,
alignment check, an examination for restricted or excess motion in the spine, a musde
with the doctor to discuss the results.
consultation
private
a
and
test,
strengthness
Low Back Pain
Headaches
Shoulder Pain
Arthritis

1
2
3
4

5
fi
7
8

DISCLAIMER OUR OFFICE POLICY PROTECTS YOU: THE PATIENT AND ANY OTHER PERSON
RESPJNSIFILE FOR PAYMENT HAS A RIGHT TO REFUSE TO PAY. CANCEL PAYMENT OR BE
REIMBURSED FOR PAYMENT FOR ANY OTHER SERV CES.E XAMINATiON OR TREATMENT WHICH
S PERFORMED AS A RESULT OF AND WHIN 72 HOURS OF RESPONDING TO THE ADVERTISE •
VENT FOR THE FREE SERVICE EXAMINATION OR TREATMENT

Dr.

DORRIS

L.

HeS114M,

D.C.

This entire examination is FREE
If you want more care and treatment
we do all the paperwons

FREE LIMITED TIME OFFER. Call for your appointment TODAY!

759-1116
HESKETT CHIROPRACTIC CENTER

I

CALL NOW BRING THIS
COUPON WrI1-1 YOU

301 N. 12th St. (at University Square) Murray, KY 42071

Judy Stahler, chairman of the Poinsettia Sale Committee of Calloway Homemakers Clubs, shows one of the
1,021 poinsettias sold to area residents and members of the community. Proceeds from the sale are used to
fund Murray State University scholarships as well as other activities.
Se,
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Orange County:

Focus shifts to Merrill broker

The Spirit of Christmas lives within us. But
only when we share it with others can we
know its power to brighten the lives of
those we touch with our kind acts and
words of good will and peace.
At Christmas and always, may your heart
find joy in sharing, and may you be
surrounded by those you love.
Best Wishes
for a Merry Christmas
and a Bright New Year
from ...

WAI:MART

Aren't You
Glad There

The Kentucky
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ThePartyMart
Hannan Plaza • 509 Lone Oak Road • Hwy 45 • Paducah, KY
Open 8.00 a m to 10 00 p.m Friday & Saturday tit 11 00 p.m

MORAGA, Calif. (AP) — The
Merrill Lynch & Co. broker who
became famous in investment
banking circles for handling the
lucrative Orange County fund
now has a greater audience.
Since July, Merrill Lynch was
lead underwriter for $775 million
in municipal securities for
Orange County. Lawyers suing
the brokerage and Orange County
estimate Michael Stamenson's
work brought the company millions of dollars.
Now Stamenson doesn't come
to the telephone in his San Francisco office or his spacious home
since the investment fund
reported a $2.02 billion loss that
forced the county into bankruptcy
court earlier this month.
Stamenson is under investigation in the Orange County case
by the securities dealers association, a trade group that polices its
members. It is focusing on
Stamenson's $1,000 campaign
contribution to Citron on June 13,
1994, the day Stamenson's wife
and two colleagues also contributed $1,000.
At issue is whether Stamenson
violated new municipal securities
market laws by contributing to a
public official closely involved in
municipal finance.
A Merrill Lynch spokesman
said the broker remains in good
standing. A woman who
answered Stamenson's telephone
at home Saturday said he was not
speaking to the media.
Stamenson, by many accounts,
is a skilled and aggressive salesman who lives in this wealthy
San Francisco bedroom community, where million-dollar homes
and BMWs encroach on the cattle
ranches and pickup trucks.
"Stamenson made a big name
for himself by going to all of
these treasurer conventions,"
recalled John Moorlach, an
accountant who warned about the
risky Orange County fund in his
election campaign this year
against the county's former treasurer, Robert L. Citron.
Moorlach described Stamenson
as "quite eloquent, quite
smooth."
Stamenson, 53, has a clean
record, according to National
Association of Securities Dealers
documents obtained by The Associated Press.
But he was among a dozen
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May they be yours
now and throughout
the year.

Futrell Tile
Rt. 1 Hazel

other brokers blamed for a major
municipal finance fiasco in 1985,
when the City of San Jose
charged they caused a $60 million loss by excessively trading
its account and peddling unsuit-

able investments.
Merrill Lynch settled the case
by paying $750,000 but didn't
admit wrongdoing. Many of the
other companies involved paid
considerably more.

HOROSCOPES
TUESDAY,DECEMBER 20, 1994
(For your personalized daily Jeane Dixon horoscope, based on your own
date of birth, call 1-900-988-7788. Your phone company will bill you 99
cents a minute.)
VIRGO(Aug. 23-Sept. 22): DisHAPPY BIRTHDAY! IN THE
NEXT YEAR OF YOUR LIFE: cretion is especially important now.
Stop pushing yourself so hard and Put an emotional involvement on
you will have fewer health worries. hold while you consider favorable
The year 1995 brings exciting devel- career and business opportunities.
opments on the career and business Careful research will help boost
fronts. Much of your success hinges profits. Romance looks promising
on your ability to build relationships for both singles and marrieds.
LIBRA (Sept. 23-Oct. 22): Do
that endure. Do not neglect those
who have supported you in the past. not rest on your laurels — the comYour intuition will help iibuiId petition is keen! Others could ask
you to make difficult financial deciup considerable assets.
CELEBRITIES BORN ON sions. Stay clear-headed. Court the
THIS DATE: psychic Uri Geller, favor of those who have influence
philosopher Susanne K. Langer, and power. Promote yourself.
SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov. 21): A
actress Irene Dunne, artist David
long-distance phone call is very
Levine.
ARIES (March 21-April 19): revealing. Rely on your leadership
Your spirits start to rise now that a abilities to carry you through a diffiweight has been lifted from your cult time at place of employment.
shoulders. Enjoy the social scene Trust in the good intention of others.
and some rollicking good fun! Witty Recent tensions vanish.
SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22-Dec.
remarks and infectious good humor
21): Continue to be careful about
draw attention your way.
TAURUS (April 20-May 20): spending. Others are anxious to
Although budgeting your money can extend a helping hand; let them! Be
be a drag, the results will be won- more sensitive to what other people
derful. Pay closer attention to your want from you. Watch a tendency to
health. Too many good times and overdo it when exercising.
CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-Jan.
too little exercise will expand your
19): Someone could make you an
waistline. Show self-discipline.
GEMINI (May 2I -June 20): attractive offer. Be certain you know
Your income will soon catch up the whole story before saying "yes."
with your achievements, giving you Postpone signing a contract until
something tomile about. Be con- conditions improve. Extra money
servative where investments are may not be worth the stress change
concerned. A chance encounter will cause.
AQUARIUS (Jan. 20-Feb. 18):
could lead to a new love connection.
Do not delude yourself by playing
Take things slowly.
CANCER (June 2I-July 22): ostrich and sticking your head in the
Show how generous you can be. sand! Domestic disputes must be
Willingly share the spotlight with a handled with finesse. Emphasize
deserving partner. Your personal mutual benefit when seeking others'
plans get a nudge in the right direc- cooperation. Music could soothe a
tion. You need to be especially alert fractious child.
PISCES (Feb. 19-March 20): A
regarding a legal matter.
LEO (July 23-Aug. 22): Finan- red-letter day'lies ahead! Many of
cial matters take front and center. Be your expectations will be met. Famiprepared to cut back after Christmas ly members are enthusiastic, eager
if you are spending heavily on enter- to cheer you on. A close friendship
tainment and presents. Small, well- may be turning romantic. Go slow.
thought-out gifts often have the Know your own heart.
most impact. Be imaginative.
TODAY'S CHILDREN are a happy combination of original thinking
and team player spirit. Their clever ideas and exuberant optimism make
them extremely popular. At times, they are a little too frank for their own
good — offering unsolicited advice on almost any subject. Curious and
adventuresome, they dream of traveling around the world. A career as a
pilot, engineer or cruise director may hold strong appeal.

Tidings Of
Joy And Most Merry Wishes
To Our Good Friends Everywhere
Thanks.
Vanderbilt Chemical &
Vanderbilt Minerals

Nlcrt-s Christmas and Many
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MURRAY

FAR

Support area farmers
t

I mPATIONAL FFA CONVENTION
Kansas City. Missouri

ination
Procrast
•
•
nipping at the nose
Chnstrnas is almost here and I
still have bulbs to plant. This
shouldn't come as a surprise to me. I
always have bulbs to plant at Christmastime. I don't ever have much of
an excuse as to why I haven't gotten
them planted earlier. This year I
By Cathleen Pease
cannot blame the weather. We had a
many
mild and pleasant fall, with
days which were perfect for working outside. Why then do I still have
decide it's really too cold, windy and
bulbs to plant?
wet to be outside. And I'll have
Perhaps, part of me wants to be
forgotten and ceased to care about
out in the cold wind while I am
the life and death of bulbs. The only
chipping away at partially frozen
thing I'll be interested in is warmth.
ground. Not likely, though I seem to
Once I've thawed out, my memory
have done my share of that each
of the cold discomfort might dim
and I might be tempted outside
winter. I also don't have much of a
desire to try and plant bulbs while I
again by the continued whispering
am standing in the pouring rain, of the tiulbs which says, "Plant us.
ankle deep in the mud. The sad fact
Plant us..." But then again. I might
is that I will, at some time this just decide that death is a part of life
winter, probably do both. The other
and that one person can only do so
altcmative is not to plant the green
much and that freezing for the sake
wither
to
shoots in the spring only
of a few bulbs isn't a good idea. But
and die. It's not much of an
then they will be so pretty in the
spring if I get them in the ground
alternative. Although late-planted
bulbs don't usually do as well as and so depressing left in the bags if I
those planted earlier, they at least don't.
have some chance for life, where
And so, it goes back and forth
ones left in a comer of the garage
until spring, when what's done is
done, and what isn't isn't, and they
have none.
all sprout in the warmth wherever
So, I'll be outside dressed in layer
they are.
upon layer of clothing trying to keep
from freezing while I get the last of
the bulbs in the ground. I'll have to
come inside frequently for cups of
tea and to warm my numb and
tingling fingers. Gardening gloves
aren't designed to protect hands
from the cold, and besides if it's at
• Daily & Weekly Rentals
all wet outside, any glove would
• Clean, Dependable Cars
soon be soaked through. Eventu• Call Us For Rates
ally, I'll get too cold to even hold the
bulbs without dropping them and

Merry Christmas
To All Our
Family And Friends.

Growing In
the Garden

of the
ised to
Seven members of the Callaway County FFA Chapter attended the National
FFA Convention in Kansas City Nov. 9-12. The members visited the
Adriculture Hall of Fame and Museum of Fanning, the Agriculture Career
Show, the Kansas City Board of Trade, the American Royal Exposition and
Rodeo and Crown Center. Van Pittman received the American FFA Degree,
which Is the highest degree In the FFA. The group was accompanied by Larry
Gilbert, chapter advisor. Those attending were,from left, Van Pittman, Terry
Lovins, Grant Pittman, Troy Geurin, Stephen Keel, Chad ward and Andrew
Falwell.
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Tobacco Sales
Here are the final season totals for dark air-cured
tobacco for the week ending Dec. 16. which was submitted by the Western Kentucky Dark Fired Tobacco
Association.
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MURRAY
MAYFIELD
Total

Amount

$820,144.34
466,252
851,581 S1,471,647.73
1,317,833 $2,291,792.07

Average
$175.90
$172.81
$173 91

Risks of grain storage
The huge com and soybean crop
forced prices to tumble this fall, so
many farmers stored crops on farm
to wait out depressed prices.
As a result, many farmers have
more grain on hand than they had
planned. This situation puts added
pressure on management to maintain grain quality during storage,
according to Sam McNeill, Extension agricultural engineer with the
University of Kentucky College of
Agriculture.
"Sanitation,aeration and monitor
are the three watchwords for successfully managing stored grain,"
McNeill said.
Good sanitation practices reduce
the chance that rodents will nest
near stored grain during the winter
months. These practices include
cleaning all spilled grain around
pits, augers, hoppers and bins with
shovels, brooms, or heavy duty
vacuum cleaners; putting a tarp or
plastic cover over the fan when it's
not in operation; and mowing the
area around grain bins.
"Use aeration to keep temperatures inside grain bins within 10 to
15 degrees of the average monthly
air temperature," he said. "Kentucky has relatively mild winters.
The.,30-year average is in the mid30's during December, January and
Thus, aeartion fans
February.

% OFF
Parts & Labor
-In Shop Only.
Through Feb. 1995

JD Equipment
Center

"

Steven Farmer, D.M.D.

A&A AUTO
RENTAL

Holland Motor Sales
513 S. 12th St.

should be operated once a month
when the outside temperature is in
the 35 to 40 degree range."
To avoid overfilling the bin, take
a truck load or two from the top and
sell it or store it in a separate bin.
This will remove the center peak of
grain where problems occur most
often and provide more uniform air
movement through the grain.
"Monitoring grain regularly
helps you detect potential problems
early," McNeill said. "These problems can include heating, caking
and insects. As a general rule,
inspect stored grain about once a
month during wintertime.
If excess heat is detected in grain
during monitoring,run aeration fans
until the hot spot cools, regardless
of the outside air temperature.
Then, run the fans again when the
outside temperature is in the 35 to
40 degree range.
"While monitoring grain can be
time consuming for large operators,
the payback is tremendous if you
prevent stored grain problems," he
said.

Calloway County
4-H Club awarded
agriculture grant
The Calloway County 4-H Club
has been awarded a $715 grant
under a program administered by
the Kentucky Department of Agriculture. The funds will go for a
nutrition education project coordinated by Jane Steely.
Utilizing the annual, interest
earned on its Kentucky Rural Rehabilitation Fund account, the Agriculture Department last year established a state 4-H and FFA Grants
Program to assist local projects.
Among 80 project proposals that
were submitted for this school year,
54 were approved for funding totaling $72,230. The maximum grant
allowed under program guidelines
is $3,000.
Agriculture Commissioner, Ed
Logsdon, noted that 98 projects had
been funded in the program's twoyear history.

Hwy. 641 South
Murray • 759-1617

753-4461

is pleased to announce that

Dan West, D.M.D.
will be associated
with him in the practice
of general dentistry.
Office Hours By Appointment
Evening Hours Available
(502) 753-9479 • Rt. 8 Box 1619
121 Bypass • Murray

IF THIS IS YOUR IDEA
OF A SOLUTION TO
BLADDER CONTROL PROBLEMS-

Just In Time For Christmas!

Great Performances by Martin.
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ABOUT A BETTER ONE.
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Available In LP or Natural Gas

At Christmastime, we join
you in giving thanks to the Lord for
his many fine creations
both large and small

MURRAY ANIMAL

I

HOSPITAL

Shown: Alpha Gas

Logs PAS40

./,s,' mt.,
4,11dr/tit (Ur., Pn,Sucts are.itreat perhirrner.i. lhey
,i/pha
bare ail the feature., you lore about a wood fire, without the work artri experide.
&cause they thermostatically controlled,.yott ow select the temperature you
want them to maintain. Alpha II.,.,.' Ings feature (6a1 burners for
techfa',)a.. vent-free ga., beaten., and
rolling flames. 'They're also /1.(:./1.
they're oiled an amazing 99.91%,efficient! When.you want a great perhirtnanir,
you want rilpha IIgas Iggs by ,Ilaron.

Today, we can offer a new outpatient treatment that may provide
incontinence. Talk
an important new whim)to certain types of urinary
you. It
with us to find out if this remarkable new treatment is right for
active,
could be the most important call you'll ever make to restore an
healthy lifestyle.

H.S.Jackson, M.D.

-Martin
,A ,I tAilr A lc,

Murray Home & Auto
Chestnut St.

Americans who
lt you or someone you know is one of over 10 million
may have
suffer from loss of bladder control, or urinary incontinence, we
relied on
good news for you. Until now, many thousands of people have
embarrassing
where
situations
avoid
to
products
sanitary
or
absorbent
help
leakage may occur. Unfortunately, though, these products only
control the symptoms rather than solve the problem.

ag"
/
-711417

753-2571

Urology Associates
300 South 8th Street, Suite 107
Murray, Kentucky 42071
Local 502-753-9240
In KY 1-800-599-9240
Other I-800-755-1248
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Mike Royko charged with drunken driving
WINNETKA, Ill. (AP) —
Puliuer-Prize winning columnist
Mike Royko was handcuffed, put
in the back of a patrol car and
charged with drunken driving
after a two-car accident, police
said.
Royko, who writes a syndicated column for the Chicago
Tribune, collided with a car while
driving his 1994 Lincoln Continental Saturday afternoon in suburban Chicago, police Sgt. Glenn
Florkow said Sunday.

Royko, 62, was slightly hun
but refused treatment. The other
driver was treated for minor injuries at a hospital and released.
Royko was charged with driving under the influence of alcohol
and resisting arrest. Each misdemeanor carries a maximum penalty of one year in jail and a $1,000
fine.
Royko also was cited for -failing to yield while turning left,
having an expired car registration
and not having proof of insur-

ance, police said.
Tribune media relations manager Jeffrey Bierig said the newspaper would not become involved
in the arrest, except to offer Roy.
ko assistance.
"This is a serious matter, but it
is a personal one for Mr. Roy-

ko," Bierig said in a statement.
Royko's home phone number
is unlisted.
Royko is scheduled to appear
in court on the charges next
month. He was released from
police custody after paying 10
percent of a $1,000 bond.

TEMCO American DreamTM
Vent-Free Gas Logs & TENICO Fireplaces

ekwiisig With

A major breakthrough in Gas Log Technology

$1
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Holiday Happiness
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May its glow begin with you
and radiate from loved one to
loved one, filling your home
with happiness this
Christmastime and all
year long.
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•Mbney-Saving supplemental heat
'Beautiful, realistic glowing logs & embers
•No soot •Islo ashes
•Easily installed in nearly all factory-built and
masonry wood-burning fireplaces
-Three control settings provide the look and the heat
you want
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Available In Natural or LP

Danny

Now in stock at

753-3008

rilLIRRA.Y
SUPPLY COMPANY

<;D We are proud to use
recycled newsprint.

A pickup load of donations from Pockets was recently delivered to
Need Line, as well as a ;500 donation. Pictured are (from left): Kathie
Gentry, executive director of Need Line; Eugene Bethel, manager of
Pockets; Kenneth Mott, Pockets superviser; and Chuck Baker, vice
president of Kentucky Lake Oil Co.

Inc.
208 E. Main St,

753-3361

CONTRACT BRIDGE

Famous Hand

OUR SPIRIT OF GIVING
TOUCHES THOUSANDS OF LIVES

South dealer.
Neither side vulnerable.
NORTH
7
V 54 3
• A 987 5 4 2
+108
WEST
EAST
•.1 4
•Q986532
K8
VQJ1072
•K 6
•3
+ K 97 3
J 54
SOUTH
•A K 10
V A 96
•Q J 10
d*AQ6 2
The bidding:
South West
North East
1
1
Pass
1
Dble
Pass
3•
Pass
3 NT
Opening lead — queen of hearts.
This deal was played in a tournament many years ago byJohn Moran,
California expert. It features an
unusual situation where Moran,the
declarer, had to hope that a critical
finesse would lose,because if it won,
the contract could not be made!
Furthermore, when the finesse
succeeded,apparently doing him in,
Moran neatly extricated himself by
inducing an unsuspecting opponent
to solve the unsolvable problem for
him.
East covered the opening queen

of hearts lead with the king and
Moran let him hold the trick. He
then took the heart return with the
• ace, led the diamond jack and finessed after Westfollowed low. Had
the finesse lost, Moran would have
had no trouble scoring ten tricks
regardless of what East returned.
When the diamond jack held,
though, the suit became hopelessly
blocked. West's king would naturally appear on the next diamond
lead,but if Moran won the trick with
the ace, he would cut himself off
from dummy'sremaining diamonds.
If instead he permitted the king to
hold the trick.West would cash three
heart tricks to defeat the contract.
Moran,well known for his imaginative play, decided that his only
chance was to enlist West's help.
Accordingly, at trick four he led the
nine of hearts! West pounced on this
with the ten and, without further
thought, cashed the jack of hearts.
Moran thereupon discarded his diamond ten, unblocking the suit, and
after West took his last heart —the
fourth trick for the defense — declarer easily won the rest.
Westcould have scuttled Moran's
plan ifhe had,for example,returned
the king of diamonds at trick five
instead of cashing the heart jack.
The nine of hearts play by South was
a gift horse whose teeth should have
been very carefully scrutinized.

Tomorrow: Grand slam goes kaput

46"Projection TV

To all of the worthy organizations and events we have helped over the past year,

• Delta 77 Proiection Lens System
• MIS Stereo
Se
•Spatial Ewalt:awn (SEM Audio System
•IMMO TVNCR Remote Control
• Channel Labeling
- le-Jack Rear AN Jack Panel including SiVideo

we hope you see us as more than just some banker sitting behind a computer crunching numbers

$1899.95

Model
PV4660VK

;erf"
ZENITH 32"

32"

HAPPY HOHOHOLIDAYS!

Color TV

REMOTE

I

J

SM3271BT
Diagonal Zenith SRI TV
•Dark Glass PiCture Tulke•High
Pertormance Invat Picture Tube •
Surround Sound•(Sal) Audi° System
•Multi-Brand Remote•TnItngual Men„'
•Comb Free,•9-jack AudioVeleoJa-t
Panel* Black Textured Fintsh

sr

25" On-Screen Menu

COMMONWEALTH BANK
46)

ZENITH 25'
ON-SCREEN MENU
REMOTE CONTREK

A Federal Savings Bank

131/0 Johnson Boulevard. Murray, Kentur..4.42071
'502-754-0443• Member FDIC

SMS250ORK
25' Diagonal Zenith Sentry 2 TV
•Full-Function Remote Control
• On-Screen Menu Display
•Sleep Timer • 181 Channel
Tuning•Auto Channel Program
•Floyll Oak Finish•Swivel Base

Equal Ranting Lender

$475.00

Armilw

'999.95

Free
Delivery

In Home
Service

f he quality goes on beltor the r ante go,on'
Visa-MC-Disco ver

TUCKER TV
1914 Coldwater Rd., Murray
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D & J Cards

Liquidation

641 South to Midway, right on Hwy.
1828 W, corner of
Martin Chapel Rd.
sports
Sportscards,
cards plaques. Christ
mas stockings. supply
of Power Ranger items
limos
Sat 430 7 pnl
Mon 47prn
Tues 48 om
W. d 4 8 m.

"94 Things
& More"

$100 REWARD CCHS
1995 class ring with square
ruby Top with name Drew
and Roc on ode Stolen
from Drew Acuff
502-7510337

CLINIC for Hypotherapist
Stress, weight loss, stop
smoking, memory, cancer,
pain, arthritis, etc
759-2295

CALLER La's 753-5865.
CITRUS fruits. Washington
apples, nuts, candy of all
kinds Gift pack & assort
ments Will ship anywhere
in the U S 10% discount to
churches on case orders
D&M Market, 403 Sycamore 753 7483

CANCER
INSURANCE

livered to
ft): Kathie
onager of
aker, vice

No age limit to .f'0iy if
your present oo!!cy
over 10 yeals old, it
may not ccrver some of
the newer treatments
such as chemotherapy For free Information call

Jerry McConnell
Insurance
753-4199
lee local claim service'

Fri., Doc. 16 thru
Fri., Dec. 23
Hours 10:00-6:00
Cash and Carry
All Sales Final
1 mute oast of Murray
Hwy 94 East

753-3769

GRAND opening House of
Clothes Confindment clothing, some name brand
clothes, leans, sweathers,
sweatshirts, dresses
skirts, $1 00, dress suits
$5 00 Open Saturday
Sunday 9am -8pm 13
miles from Murray on Hwy
464W, Kirskey, Ky Or call
for directions 489-2243
NOTICE to the person or
persons that removed the
new tree stand from the
Ferrell Miller farm Please
return the stand no ques
sons will be asked or call
759-1322
NOW taking orders for
Christmas fruit baskets No
order too large or too small
No paper filler Will customize 10% discount to church
groups DAM Market. 403
Sycamore. 753-7483.

Mitzi M. Key
Interior Designer and Decorating
Consultant
(502)
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753-3813
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Tapes

Car Audio
Sunset Boulevard Music
Dixieland Center

753-0119

PAMPER YOURSELF!!!
Book a hairstyle appointment and
recetve a FREE eyebrow arch.
*** Perm Special - $32 ***
Book a full set of acrylic nails for 1130 and receive a
gift certificate for a FREE hot wax manicure.
Gift certificates make "great" stocking stuffers.
We Is Worth A Few Fringe Benefits.

Fringe Benefits
Harr &
604,/a Broad St. 2..tt

759-1874

"Reindeer In The Park"
Nature Crafts
206 E. Poplar

•Bird Feeders & Houses
.Butterfly Boxes
*Bat Boxes
.Squirrel Feeders
One Block East of 4th & Poplar

ANNOUNCEME3NT OF VACANCY
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Articles
For Sale

Mobile
Homes For Sale

Business

TWO openings left lo
childcare in my home. hem
bin hours Lots of aspen
once 753-6709

GREAT selection of used
John Deere lawn mowers
No interest no payment
until March 1995 Hutson
Ag Equipment, Hwy 45 S,
Mayfield. Ky 92066
800-247-4457

TRAILERS tor sale for storage Can be seen at Shady
Oaks, Hwy 121 North

OFFICE space for rent
Downtown area protes
sional building Call
753-3812

Notice

Notice

Date: December 14, 1994
Position: School to Work Site Director
Qualifications:
Certified teachers will be given priority consideration.
Knowledge of TFPA or vocational work study programs is helpful.
Reports To: STW Central Coordinator
Responsibilities:
The school site director directs counseling component;
coordinated curriculum development and, with site
based council (where one exists), identifies and
acquires appropriate curriculum material (including
technology-based); communicated regularly with
.51W central coordinator and partnership council;
works with the post-secondary liaison to articulate the
curriculum, arrange dual-credit, etc.; identifies and
makes worksite placements; and maintains all records
related to STW in the school district.
Other Information:
1994-95 school year, January-June with possible
continued funding for two more years.
Application:
Interested persons should pick up an application at the
Murray Board Office and submit to:
Dr. Robert Lewis
Murray Board of Education
208 S. 13th Street
Murray, KY 42071
Deadline: January 15, 1995
The Murray Independent School District does not
discnminate on the basis of race, color, religion, sex,
national origin, mantal status, age or disability in its
educational programs and activities, including vocational education or employment practices.

MEET ruca singes Down
Home Introductions
615-235-5000
OLD Mayfield Coins Now
available Nascars, silver
medalions & plaques,
Christmas silver rounds,
gold coins. Eagles, pandas,
bezels, collector coins,
1994 proof sees, silver Eagles Always buying anything gold Of silver Mayfield Shopping Plaza, open
Wed -Sat, 10am 5pm
247-2587
OPEN Pizza Magic Aurora
Closed
Open 5pm
Mon -Tues Pizza, salads,
hot sandwiches, gyros &
bread sticks Dine in or
carry out 474-8119 or
1-1300-649-3804
POINSETTIAS in day pots
Many sizes in stock( Starting at $299 DAM Market,
403 Sycamore 753-7483

NOW HIRING
MANAGER
for Murray gas
and convenience
store. Experience
preferred. Reply
to P.O. Box 2242,
KY
Paducah,
42202-2242

BASKETBALL referees fo
intermenal men's basket
ball league on Sundays
435-4033
COSMOTOLOGIST: prefer
booth rental or commission, and manicurist. Call
10-5pm at 753-3688.

MANAGER for agricultural
retail store Agriculture &
business experience a
must Salary commensurate with experience Resumes being taken the
month of December Send
to Managers Position, PO
Box 230, Benton. KY
42025

DO you need a GED? Do
you need hope for the future and help to get a solid
career? We have 22 JOB
openings for people 16 thru
21 that are not full time high
school students. Call
753-9378 Five days a week
between 8:00am-3'00pm
This project is funded by
the Job Training Partnership Act through the Kentucky Department for Employment Services and the
West Kentucky Private Industry Council This is an
Equal Opportunity program Auxiliary aids and services are available upon
request to individuals with
disabilities.
DRIVERS Flatbed Exp/
Home Most Weekends/
Conventional Tractors With
Double Walk In Sleepers
Pay
Excellent
800-262-5461
EXPERIENCED legal
secretary/paralegal Proficient in Word Perfect Salary commensurate with experience Send resume to
PO Box 1594. Murray, KY
42071
HIRING night tune closers,
day time sandwich makers
& day time grillmen Apply
in person a1 Wendy's 1111
Chestnut, Murray Ask to
speak to a manager
JOBS available locally
Apply at Murray Employ
meet Agency in Southside
Shopping Center No cost
to job seekers
PART-TIME weekend help
at Breakorne &nerds Apply
in pinyon 759-9303

RECEPTIONIST/
Secretary needed for local
office Must have excellent
phone etiquette, typing
skills and attendance record Please send resume
to: 802 Chestnut St Murray, Ky 42071.
RETAIL business needs
courteous person to work 3
days a week in Murray
area Ability to work with
public required Send letter
of interest to PO Box 156,
2573 US Hwy 641N, Benton, Ky 42025
ROPERS Donut shop is
accepting application for
day & afternoon shifts
1409 W Main
SECRETARY/Customer
Service person needed
Full time position, competitive pay, excellent working
conditions, insurance benefits. Innovative Printing,
1623 Hwy 121 Bypass,
Murray, Ky 42071
502-753-8802. Marc
Peebles.
WAITRESSES & waiters,
cooks, dishwashers- day &
night shift Apply in person
Ann's Country Kitchen of
Murray
WANTED barmaids, waitresses & dancers, $500
plus weekly Doll House
Cafe, Parts, TN
901-642-4297, 7pm-2am
YOUTH Director First Presbyterian Church of Mayfield is seeking someone to
work approximately 20
hours per week with our
youth Belief in Christ Jesus, love of kids, programming and discipleship skills
are a must Position ts sa
erred with no benefits Mail
resume to FPC. PO Box
435, Mayfield. Ky 42066

nro
Domestic
8 Childcare
CLEANING houses is my
business Reliable and ex
perienced. references Call
Linda 759-9553

AFTER CHRISTMAS
COMPUTERS- CALL TODAY FOR BEST PRICE,
QUALITY AND SELECTION. HAWKINS RESEARCH 753-7001.

WILL babysit in my home
Have references & flexible
hours 759-2276

MANAGER for a retail business in Murray Must be
05n
teachable, have initiative &
Lost
Willing to learn Retail sales
And Found
-experience preferred, but
FOUND Solid white male not a necessity Salary
bird dog with brown spots commensurate with experience Please send resume
around mouth and ears
Kirksey area Answers to to PO Box 1040 V. Murray,
Ky 42071
commands No collar
489-2136 after 5pm
PART-TIME office clerk
LOST Gold slide bracelet position available Send resomewhere on the north
sume to: Eric Noah-Wilson.
side near Dollar Store, JC C/O Major PharmaceutiPenney's or Boone's Re- cals, PO Box 730. Murray
ward offered! Call Ky 42071.
492-8892
PEOPLES FIRST of CalloLOST Gold nugget way County is accepting
bracelet Birthday gift from applications for a Trust Adhusband If found please ministrator. This position is
call 753-1916, ask for Ka- responsible for the admiren, before 5pm
nistration of trust accounts,
after estates and other fiduciary
759-9932,
5pm Resvardl
relationships. Responsiblifies also include the markonn
eting of trust products and
providing estate/financial
Help
planning. Applicant should
Wanted
posses a 4 year college
ATTENTION- NOW HIR
degree in a related field of
INGO No Experience study Previous trust experNecessary! It you live in ience preferred Must posthe Murray area and are ses technical and commuinterested in earning $600 nication skills necessary to
or more per week as a build relationships with
Professional Truck Driver clients This position offers
with paid training, see our an attractive salary and berepresentative this Wed- nifit package Qualified
nesday from noon-7pm
applicants may apply Mon
For more information -Wed. —Fri 9•00a.m.CALL 1-800-467-3806.
$4:00p m. or send resume
AUTO mechanic Must to: Peoples First of Calloway Co., Human Resourhave tools & experience
ces, 101 South 4th St., P.O.
Job located in Paducah
Box 1080, Murray, Ky
Call 502-442-9504
42071-1080. Affirmative
BABYSITTER needed for Action Employer- WF/Vet/
18mo old Weekends & Handicap.
some weeknights Ideal for
high school or college stu- PROFESSIONAL family
dent Was out of town when needs light house keeping
last ad ran Please call Tina done Cleaning, dusting,
etc No laundry or ironing
at 492-6102
One day or two part days
Must be experienced and
Part-time &
provide references Call
753-7346 after 5 30pm
Full-time
stock help needed.
Apply In person
Owen's Food Mkt.

vim

270

150
Domestic
& Childcare

ANT-UKE SPEED- OUT
OF MEMORYHARD
DRIVE FULL- If this describes your computer
call HAWKINS RESEARCH now 753-7001.

inn
Business
OPP0flunitY

VERY LIMITED
INVESTMENT
OPPORTUNITY

lax
Want
To Buy
ANTIQUES by the piece o
collections 753-9433 do
or night

Invest $129 in the
upcoming
'World
Wide Lottery', begunring March 1995, and
earn money from
each ticket sold. Cutoff date for investing
IS January 14, 1995,
or*hen 50,000 investors have joined. Time
is important.

CASH for mobile home
tires & axles 436-2578,
901-644-0679
CASH paid for good, used
rifles, shotguns, and pistols Benson Sporting
Goods, 519 S 12th,
Murray
•

Call (502) 759-9231
For 5 Page Information and Application.

191
Articles
For Sale

OFFICE or retail building,
Zoned 0-2, 115S 13th Sr,
the NE corner 13th St &
Poplar. Call 753-6001

KING -size mirrored
waterbed with pedestal
drawers, $100 1987 Ford
Escort $400 Nintendo
games $5/pc Aft chest of
drawers $40 436-5058
NEW metal siding & rooting Cover 36" cut to length
in 10 colors, galvanized
and galvalume Secondary
if available Portable carport kits 489-2722 or
489-2724
NINTENDO with 2 controllers, power pad & zapper
gun. $75 Lots of games,
$10 each 753-6701
PARKER Ford Lincoln Mer
cury has a large supply of
new 55 gallon drums for
sale Call 753-5273, ask for
Service Department or
Body Shop
SEASONED hickory split
firewood, slab & kindling
Also, set of solid oak bunk
beds with mattresses & box
springs 492-6102

35MM automatic Nikon
6006 Does everything but THE Perfect X-fies Gift:
walk the dog Comes with 'Southern Cooking For
70MM lens $500 obo Call Everyday Living over 400
247-6813
easy to follow recipes.
postage paid, send to
BOGARD trucking and ex- $700
1507
cavating, inc We haul top Southern Cooking.
Glendale Rd, Murray, Ky
soil, gravel, fill dirt, white
42071
or
call
rock, rip rap Mon-Fri
(502)759-1922. for imme8-4pm, 753 2446.
diate delivery.
CAR stereo an/fm cd
player with amp Paid $400, VANCO industrial insulamachine
will sell for $200 753-7505 tion
901-232-8631
after 4pm

PAY PHONE
ROUTE
50 Prime Established Locations
Earn $1500 wkly.
Open 24 hrs.
Call
1-800-200-9137
1211
Computers
486 DX-33 IDENTITY
Desktop Computer with
14" Super VGA color monitor, 420 megabyte hard
drive, 4 megabyte RAM,
1.44 megabyt• floppy
drive, mouse, keyboard,
MS-DOS 6.22 and WINDOWS 3.11,4 hours FREE
ON-SITE training and setup $1,299 Call HAWK
RESEARCH
INS
8am-lOpm until Christmas
at 753-7001
BUY & sell used computers, monitors, printers &
parts. 436-5058.

FULL-size bedroom suite,
$150. Full-size bed, $50. 2
student desks, $25/ea. 1
Appliances
office desks, $50. 1 large
office chair, $50. 2 small OLD Gibson refrigerator
office chairs. $25/ea 4 works good. $75 Good
drawer file cabinet, $25. shop refrigerator 753-2339
25ca in almond side-by- or 753-8767
side refrigerator, $599. WASHER and dryer, used
25cu in white side-by-side only 4 months Moving
with ice, $699. 21cu in
must sell! 753-7505 after
almond with ice. $499 (3) 4pm
21cu in white with ice,
$449. (4) 21cu in almond,
no ice. $399. 21cu in. white.
$399 759-4944.
GREAT gift idea For sale in
perfect condition Nintendo
Includes 5 games, pads
and 2 controllers $150
obo Call 753-0896 bemoan 4pm 9pm

Help Wanted
Kentucky Fried Chicken is looking for help. If you
are energetic, enthusiastic and like people, we
would like to meet you.
Daytime positions available:

*Food Service Workers
*Customer Service Workers
*Shift Leaders
Apply in person at the Murray Kentucky Fried
Chicken restaurant, EOE/M/F.

KFC

FURNITURE, for sale Call
759-9162 leave message
KING size Somma water
mattress & foundation,
$150 obo 759-4017
SOFA & loveseat & offoman, teal floral, like new,
$500 Matching rose recliner, $150. 753-3515

200
Sports
Equipmerd
CADENCE electronic
speed control treadmill,
$400 obo 753-8034
GUNS buy, sell or trade
436-5650

210
Firewood

753-3801
• Swedish Massage • Energy Bolonclny
• Deop Musde Thom", • flisflarology

A FIREWOOD for sale
437-4667

ISAMU OA OUTOILLS

FIREWOOD Oak & Hick
ory, $35/rick pick-up.
$45/rick delivered
436-5273 night or day

TO YOU
MASSAGE
by Dove Estes, 11AT

FIREWOOD for sale $25a
Call
rick delivered
753-7189

HOUDRY GIFT(ER1711011E5

FIREWOOD $25/rick
759-4704 after 6pm

snuusnoir•STRESS REDUCTION•PAIN RELIEF
America's Second Car

_7( Uglg Duckling

iriEEMIE13111
Locations Coast to Coast
HALEY'S AUTO SALES
Cars, Custom Vans. and Vans For Moving
112 So. 12th
Office: 753-6910
Murray, KY 42071
1-800-THE-DUCK
Lowest Rates in Town!
Daily, Weekly or Monthly Rates

Drivers, Professional
OPPORTUNITY KNOCKS!
DRIVE OUT OF OWENSBORO, KY.
EARN GREAT PAY AND SPEND
MORE TIME AT HOME!
England Logistics, a subsidiary of C.R.
England & Sons, Salt Lake City, UT, has a
terrific opportunity for experienced OTR
Drivers.
You will be home often while driving the very
best, brand new conventional high-rise
Freightliners, hauling 48'refrigerated trailers
for a premier food manufacturer located in
Owensboro, KY.
CALL ENGLAND LOGISTICS NOW!
1-800-764-3436

FIREWOOD for sale
753-9503 or 437-4167
WOOD for sale Hickory &
Oak Call 753-9035 or
437-4167
2211

280

270
Mobile
Homes For Sale
14x70 2BR, aluminum siding, shingle roof, all ap•
pliances furnished 12x15
storage building, central
hie A-10 Coach Estates
Call 753-6018 or 753-0203.
16870 2br, 2 bath
90 1 - 2 4 7 - 5 8 5 6
901-247-5457
1977 12X65 with built on
18X12 addition with sliding
glass doors & deck 2br, 1
bath
$3.500 firm
759-1831 leave message
1983 14x70 2BR. 2 bath,
porch, service pole &
underpining 759-4131
INVENTORY Reduction
Salem Our largest selection ever Priced to sell!!!
Buy now & save $$$ DINK
INS MOBILE HOMES.INC
Hwy 79 E, Paris, TN
1 800 642 4891

RETAIL or Office Space in
S Side Shopping Center
753-4509 or 753 6612

Mobile
Homes For Rent
1BR 1 mile from city limits
Quiet residential area
759-9921
2BR 2 bath mobile home
one mile from city limits No
pets $250/mo. $100 deposit 759-1799
2BR mobile home, C
water furnished $215/mo
Coleman RE, 753-9898
NICE 2br, small quiet court
Ideal for single or couple
$175/mo 759-1691 or
753-8216
SHADY Oaks 2 or 3br.
electric or gas Walking dis
lance to college 753-5209

Mobilo
Home Lots For Rent
MOBILE Home Village, waer furnished, $80/mo Coleman RE, 753 9898
NEW park, newer model
homes only Concrete
drives & walks Trash pickup & city water $85imo
492-8488
290
Heating
And Cooling
BEAT high electric bills
insulate now Install high
efficiency heating & cool
ng Residential & commercial Murray Calloway Heating & Cooling 759-4459
100
Business
Flentals
DOWNTOWN office space
available across from
courthouse $95/mo including all utilities 753-1266
DOWNTOWN office space
for rent $100/mo
753-3813
OFFICE Of retail building.
Zoned 13-2. 115 S 13th Si,
the NE corner of 13th St &
Poplar. Call 753-6001.

1,2,3130 opts Fume
very nice near MSU No
pets
7 5 3 1 25 2
days,753 0606 after 5pm
1BR duplex on Hwy 280
energy efficient No pets
$285/mo *deposit
753-8848 before 9pm
1BR duplex. 631 N 4th.
$200/mo 753-2339 or
753-8767
1BR furnished apartment.
$200/mo Deposit No pets
121 N next to fairgrounds
5753-3139
1 OR 2br opts near downtown Murray 7514109
1 ROOM efficiency, very
near MSU, partial utilities
furnished Available now
Coleman RE, 753-9898
1 ROOMS for rent at 1614
Olive Utilities furnished
Share kitchen, Irving room
& bathroom facilities Walk
to MSU Coleman RE
753-9898
2 BEDROOM duplex like
new All appliances, wit!
hook-up $400 759-4958
2BR, 11
/
2 bath brick townhouse in nice neighborhood near MSU Central
hi/a, stove, refrigerator', dishwasher, w/d. Freshly
painted & available now.
Coleman RE. 753 9898.
2BR duplex, quiet area
near Robertson School
Appliances 1yr lease
$275/mo 753-8096
2BR duplex on 1304 B Valleywood Dr, $325mo
759-4406
2BR duplex, appliances
furnished, dishwasher, %yid
hook-up, C h/a $375 mo
Coleman RE, 753-9898

1— Classifieds
I_Office Open

—J
8 a.m.-5 p.m. Monday-Friday
8 a.m.-11 a.m. Saturday

Physical Therapy

PT up to $60K DOE
PTA up to $35K + DOE
At Hillhaven we value the input and experience of
our therapists, and encourage them to share their
ideas and thoughts, helping shape our future
programs and progress. Designed by OUT therapists, our strong rehab programs offer the freedom
and flexibility to discover and utilize new and
creative methods.
Due to expansion we have exciting, new opportunities in Paducah, Calvert Clty and Mayfield,
Kentucky for:

•Physlcal

Therapists
•Physlcal Therapy Assistants
Current licensure and the sincere desire to join a
team that values the interdisciplinary approach to
therapy required. At Hillhaven you'll find opportunities for professional growth and career advancement, innovative program development,
highly competitive salaries, sign-on bonus, and a
comprehensive benefits package.,
If you seek an exceptional career with a company
that values your expertise, please contact Kevin
Duffy, Rehab Staffing Manager at(800)841-6324.
Or send your resume to: Hillhaven Corporation,
301 N. Hurstboume Pkwy., Suite 225, Louisville,
KY 40222. FAX (502) 425-9483. Principals on
please. Equal opportunity employer.

Hillhaven

Musical
PIANO tuning. John
Gottschalk, 753-9600

Rentals

DISABILITY MEDICARE
SUPPLEMENT INSURANCE
If you are under age 65 and qualify for
MEDICARE due to disability we offer
several Medicare Supplement Policies,
All Medicare Supplement Policies
are now standardized into 10 plans
offering different levels of benefits. We
can write 7 of the plans on an "almost
guaranteed issue" and the policies will
be issued at the lowest available premium.
We represent 7 A.M. Best A- or A+
rated companies to give you the best
possible rates and service.
Please give us a call for a rate quote.

McConnell
Insurance Agency
905 Sycamore, Murray, KY

753-4199

Nationwide

1-800-455-4199

6e. •
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MURRAY LEDGER & TIMES
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Used
Cate

Pete
& Supplies
2BR Embassy Apartments
central gas heat available
now $300/mo Coleman
RE 753 9898
2BR upstairs apt No pets
refrigerator stove turn
ished 4 miles out 121 S
$285/mo plus deposit
489-2296

5 bd., 212 bath
with Jacuzzi &
swimming pool.
Shown by app(.
only.
753-5870

2BR 2 bath bock ranch in
country central ha Avail2BR very nice central tva able immediately $450/mo
appliances & lawn manta
. deposit 753-7724 or
nance furnished Coleman
753 5303
RE 753 9898
2BR house near downtown
3BR. 2 bath low utilities, Murray 753 4109
with garage $550/mo
753-3293 after 6pm
2BR house for rent in city
$390/mo Contact Mum Cal
3BR near university, low RE, 753-4444
utilities 753-4301
2BR house, close to downCHESTNUT Street towntown. $300/mo +deposit.
houses Very nice 2br, 14
753-9509
baths All appliances in
duding washer & dryer. 2BR in town, with apdeck tool shed ceiling pliances, $225/month,
tans etc Free lawn care 753-8292
Available now Coleman
2BR near university,
Realty 753-9898
$300/mo Stove & refrigerDUPLEX tor rent Nice at- ator furnished, wid hooktached garage with auto up Well kept Lease, depodoor opener, garbage dis- sit & references required
posal, dishwasher & ice
No pets 753-1059
maker 2br, 1 bath
3BR,
2 bath home 200yds
$450/mo plus deposit & lyr
lease 753-7688 days, from lake, central heat, 4
$350/mo
included,
lots
759-4703 nights
753-2339. 753-8767
FEMALE seeks roommate,
3BR brick with carport,
$200/mo Nice neighborColeman RE,
hood near hospital Call $425/mo
753-9898
753 3306
KENTUOKY Lake. Lakeland West)
, Village, lbr
apartment, utilities Iiiduded. rent based on income 55 & older, handicap
& disabled Equal Housing
Opportunity
502-354 8888

3BR brick w/carport, 905
Fairlane Available 1/1/95
Coleman RE. 753-9898
3BR house, central gas,
h/a, appliances included
$450/mo deposit required
753-8734

4BR, 2 bath, completely
LARGE new 2br central furnished house on KY
gas heat, super low utilities, Lake Available for off seautility room, appliances No son only Whirlpool tub, gas
pets Quiet & safe
grill, all appliances furn$395/mo, lease 753-8828 ished Central gas heat,
deck overlooking
great
MUR CAL Apartments now
Coleman RE,
accepting applications for lake
1 2 and 3br apartments 753-9898
Phone 759-4984 Equal
Housing Opportunity
MURRAY Manor Apartments now accepting applications for 1-2br apartments Apply in person
1 30pm-4pm, Mon -Fri,
1409 Duigrud Dr

4BR home 3 bath in town,
available January 1 Call
618-533-1428 leave message will return call

NEWLY remodeled 2br
house near hospital, with
gas heat, w/d hook-up,
stove, refrigerator, furnNEW 2br duplex Washer, ished $375/mo plus depodryer, appliances furn- sit 759-9967 after 5pm
ished, gas heat $450/mo WATERFRONT house on
Imo security deposit re- Ky Lake 753-4509
quired Call 436-5725

NEW 2br triplex apartments, gas heat, w/d hookup, appliances furnished,
no pets. available Oct 15th,
$425/mo, deposit required
Call 753-4873 after
6 30pm, Allen Properties
NEW 4br. 24 bath executive duplex in Falbrook All
appliances furnished, incloading w/d & microwave
Garage, yard maintance included 1 year lease No
pets 753-4937 days,
436-2741 nights
NEW duplex apartment
Available January 1
$390/mo with 1yr lease
753-6156

CREEKVIEW Self storage
warehouses on Cente
Drive behind Shoney's
$20-$40rno 759-4081
NORTHWOOD Storage
presently has units available Call 753-2905,
753-7536
STORAGE space available
in January 1406 Dudley,
12x30 with 2 overhead
doors, electricity, lights with
space availiable up to
Phone
30x48 feet
753-4175- Charlie's

NICE 2br, w/d hook-up No
pets 753-0859 days,
753-5214 after 5pm
NOW taking applications
for Section 8 low rent housing Apply in person at
Southside Manor, 906
Broad St Extended. between 8am 12noon No
phone calls please Equal
Housing Opportunity

2 Bird dogs, 1 Setter & 1
Pointer
Must sell
436-2261

SPACIOUS 2br, 2 bath duplex Appliances furnished,
central gas h/a, garage, w/d
hook-up $475/mo lmo
deposit. 1yr lease No pets
753-2905 or 753-7536

AKC Siberian Husky pups
Blue eyes, $150 Must sell
502-376-2828

SUPER nice, new brick
townhouse in Cambridge
Subdivision 2br, 1 'I, bath,
family room, kitchen w/d
hook-up, lots of storage, all
appliances furnished No
pets $425/mo deposit required Available Jan 1
Call 753-7435 days
753-3966 evenings

AKC Golden Retreiver puppies, 5'4 weeks old,
wormed,
$ 1 50
901-644-1850

BEAUTIFUL female collie,
free to good home housebroke, gentle, temperoment 753-2010
COLLIE pups, tricolor, lassie type, $75/ea 492-8774
FERRET 1yr old, female,
gentle Moving, must sell
$50 cage included
753-7505 after 4pm
HAVE an obedient, safe
dog for show or home
Classes or private lessons
Serving Murray for over
12yrs 436-2858
HIMALYAN kittens for sale
Call 753-3096

ROOM in town. private en
trance, private bath, microwave, free utilities, PEG S Dog Grooming
$150/mo 753-8292
753-2915

fs
CUSTOM KITCHEN CABINETS
CUSTOM WOODWORKJNG

All Type• Of:

Custom Woodworking

MINIATURE Schnauzer
pups, AKC registered
males & females Ready
middle of December Pick
yours out nowl 759-4476

DUPLEX 2br, 1 bath Cambridge Estates Gene
Steely 753-6156
FOR your Real Estate
needs, including Auction
see Wilson Realty on 121
South or call 753-5086
HALEY Appraisal Service,
Haley
Bob
call
502-489-2266
KOPPERUD Realty has
buyers waiting to purchase
homes all price ranges If
you are thinking of sellingcontact one of our courteous and professional
agents at 753 1222 or stop
by office at 711 Main St

Lake
Properly
NEAR lake property Become a home owner, via a
no down payment rent to
buy contract $200 monthly
(25% returnable for
$25,000 recently appraised
at $34,000) 436-5645
WANTED Waterfront lake
homes under $100,000 up
to $325,000 Also wanted
waterfront lots on Kentucky
Lake Call Century 21,
Loretta Jobs Realtors
753-1492

2 LOTS in Prestm Heights,
all utilities available
753-9741

Homes
For Sale
38R, 2 bath home, 200yds
from lake, central heat, 4
rats included, $34,900
753-2339, 753-8767
3BR brick home with ten
acre's for sale, living room,
den, dining room & utility
room Has 30x40. concrete
block storage building in
the edge of Tennessee no
state income tax, no personal property tax, no insurance tax) will sell without land. 12mi from court
square, $85,000. Call
762-5874 leave message.
CONTACT Dallas Willoughby. Century
21 -Loretta Jotto,Realtors
Property needed Indiana
couple needing contemporary 3 or 4br home up to
$150,000, 3br 1 bath in
county, $40's Waterfront
property up to $100,000
Dial 753-1492 for Dallas
Willoughby
Home
489-2256
EXTREMELY well maintained 4br, 2 bath home in
excellent neighborhood
Den with fireplace & attractive shady backyard with
privacy fence Price just
reduced to $99,500 Contact Kopperud RE,
753-1222 MLS# 3000112
HOUSE for sale in Farmington 3br 1 bath includes refrigerator, range,
dishwaher, two storage
buildings three air conditioners and gas heat Many
possibilities Shown by appointment 753-0799 Seri
ous inquires only
NEARING Completion
Spacious brick two story on
Cul de Sac, 4br, 2'4 baths,
living & family rooms, formal dining, study + more
Warkentin Penner Homes,
759-2571, 435-4013,
435-4040
NEW 3br. 2 bath, W/P tub,
oak cabinets, 1280sq ft Irving, garage Priced upper
$60'5 1405 N 16th Call
489-2722
NEW 3br. 2 bath, central
air, gas heat Southwood
Dr $67,500 753-5561
NEW brick home N 16th
across from Sullivans Golf
Course 3br 3 bath, utility,
dining, large master bedroom with whirpool tub, 2
car garage with pebble
stone drive and walks Call
after 5pm 492-8873
REPO house & 1 acre lot
2BR, 1 bath located on
Cherry Corner Rd, $600
down, no closing cost
800 944 3751 ask for Jeff

Motorcycles

• Drop by and see our showroom
MURRAY (BenInd Bunny Breed)
753.5940
11.**It.

RON HALL
HEATING, COOLING & ELECTRIC, Inc.
Central Heating 8 Cooling Service .8 Installation
Custom Sheet Metal
Licensed Gas Merchant

Murray, KY

(502) 435-4699

1982 HONDA XR 200R
Looks and runs like showroom new Second
owner Adult ridden and
maintained Very low
hours Has new 0-ring
chain pro link suspension,
super trapp exhaust, and
Dunlop rear ore, comes
with full face helmet $900
firm (502) 492-8303 after
6pm
1989 YAMAHA four
wheeler, nice $2000 Blade
for Yamaha big bear $100
753-5644
1989 YAMAHA 4x4 350 Big
Bear, $2500 call after 5pm
436 2081

'
Dial-A-Service

A 1 carpentry work, new
house construction addi
tons decks & porches No
lob to small free estimates
Call 436-5398

You Can Advertise Here For
van..
5.00 per week — (13 week minimum)

Al leaf raking Free est
mates
Luke Lamb
436 5950

DIAL — 753-1916

1980 WHITE Grand Prix
$1000 437-4859

Il 1 1 1 I 11 Hauling, tree
trimming tree removal, gut
1984 OLDS custom cruiser ter cleaning & repair, odd
wagon New tees, 350 molobs Free estimates Tim
tor, $875 obo 1982 Honda Lamb 436-5744
accord 5sp new tires, 30+
miles a gallon, $825 obo 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 Al Tree
1979 Ford window van, 6 trimming, carpentry, gutter
cylinder automatic, com- cleaning Clean out sheds
plete rebuilt motor $650 attics Free estimates Paul
obo 759-1354
Lamb 436 2269, 436-2102

(Clip This Ad And Save For A Handy Reference)

I

CAMP
SEPTIC

1995 DODGE Spirit,
loaded, 4,xxx miles
437-4409

Vans
1990 AEROSTAR XL
loaded, front & rear a/c
74,XXX miles, very nice
Reduced to $8,350
759-4017
cnn
Used
Trucks
1985 TOYOTA 4x4 many
extras 1971 Ford Torino
492-8544
1989 CHEVY Silverado
4X4 Short wheel base,
looks great Can be seen at
Purdom Motors from
7am-5pm or call 492-8786
after 5pm, ask for Johnny.
1991 TOYOTA 4x4 extra
cab. Very sharp, good condition, to many extra's too
list, $10,000. 759-2304 or
502-333-2440 ask for
Brent.
sin

DUE to bad health must
sacrifice a 1976 28ft CruiseAir motorhome for
$3,000 Call 436-5645
evenings.

OPEN TO THE PUBLIC

753-0466

NON PROFIT ORGANIZATION

P.O. Box 1033

Butterworth Rd (Hwy 2991
Murray, KY 42071

Commercial Waste

—

1-800-585-6033

Pittman Wheel
Alignment

KTN
It Carpet Cleaning Specialist
Upholstery I Drapery I Window Cleaning
Ronnie England • Jim Cayler

(502) 753-4034

LOU
I

, "29

Years at Same Location"
,.$t QUALITY WORK AT FAIR PRICES
New Tires • Struts • Alignments
Brakes • Oil Changes & Lutes
• Wrecker Service • Shocks
Routine Service Work • Suspension Repair

\)\,•,,r •

INSURANCE
-..

V. McGary

Does Your Policy Pay 100%
of the Deductibles?

408 N. 4th St. VISA-MC
Murray
Z
SCCEO
PVTEE[
F

MEDICARE
SUPPLEMENT

(502) 753-6779
(502) 753-8346

World of Sound

You are responsible for the deductibles that Medicare does not pay. $696 on part A; $100 on Part B.
Call me for more information.
FREE I IELP IN CLAIM FILING FOR MY CLIENTS

753-7890

Dial Now -

4dVer-tise here!

Bud Stewart. Route Manager

,

Office 15021 489-2722
Home (5021 489.2724

What aW ay to Start The Week!!

4.11Disposal
,T.
;
1
8
All Types of Refuse Service

33 Years In Business
Let us save you money on your can and home stereos.
"Caller ID's"
Shop & Compare
222 So. 12th
MC/VISA
753-5865

8 a.m.-8 p.m.

Poison Control
753-7588

Did you know
you could advertise a
double spot here for
only'10 per week'?

Purchase Area Communications

DAY 70-393t
lbw sYthRillz.

Div. of Phone Center of Murray
Residential
Commercial
-Caller I.D.
•Telephone Systems
Phone Jacks
• -Intercom Systems
-Telephones
-Paging Systems
Info On Hold • Voice Mail
Fax Machines
Any Type Of Business Communication
No Job Is Too Big Or Too Small, We Can Do It All

/

Ask for Karen or Tonya.

Murray-Calloway
County Hospital

753-0342

COUNTERTOPS, custom.
Homes, trailers, offices
Wulff's Recovery, Murray
436-5560
CUNNINGHAM'S Heating
and Cooling Service. Complete installation and service. Call Gary at
759-4754.

KY rie west to Johnny Robertson Road,
south to Sq. Hale Road, right on Sq. Hale Road 1/4 mile

Doors. Windows, Door Track IS Trolleys, and Insulation
for Metal Buildings

759-4685

CHIM Chlm Chimney
Sweeps has 10% senior
citizen discounts We sell
chimney caps and screens
435-4191

(Doors open Si BOO)

753-6952
ECONOMY METAL & SUPPL Y CO.

Wayne Higgins Backhoe Service ii Your Source For Metal Roofing & Siding "

BOB'S Plumbing Repair
Service. All work guaran753-1134 or
teed
436-5832.

Knights of Columbus Hall

a

Septic Tanks, Sewers & Hamlin.
•
Call Us Anytime

BACKHOE Service, complete foundations, septic
systems R H Nesbitt, Construction Phone 492-8516,
pager 762-7221.

Every Tuesday Night at 7:00

Cio Fim
rAscus Squad

CaUlaWaY

753-2962

BACKHOE Service - ROY
HILL Septic system, driveways, hauling, foundations.
etc. 759-4664.

SEWING machine repair.
Kenneth Barnhill,
753-2674. Stella, KY.

808 Coldwater Rd. • Murray, KY
759-1835

Call for an appointment

BACKHOE SERVICE
BRENT ALLEN septic tank
installation, repair, replacement 759-1515.

COLDWATER PLUMBING. Affordable rates, specializing in replacement
and repair, 24 hour service.
489-2123.

rElStaUlttinO tbnttnelOtr

Dr. Mary Broeringmeyer
Chiropractor

Campers
1994 JAYCO 26ft camper,
used once, $12,500
489-2218

TANK CLEANING

MURRAY 753-9224

APPLIANCE SERVICE
Kenmore, Westinghouse,
Whirlpool 30+ years experience, BOBBY
HOPPER, 436-5848.

CARPORTS for cars and
trucks Special sizes for
motor home, boats, RVs
and etc Excellent protection, high quality, excellent
value Roy Hill 759-4664

aillittl
. Ort ilectric

7 Days Per Week

1986 CUTLASS Supreme,
1 1 1 1 1 HOUSEHOLD
V-8, automatic, air, t-tops moving, odd hauling Jobs
437-4171
Clean out sheds, attics,
basements etc Free esti
1986 kriAZDA 323, excelmates 436-5744 Tim Lamb
lent condition $2500
759-9219
ANTIQUE refinishing, fur1987 BUICK Riviera niture repair & custom
loaded, $3200 1983 Lin- woodworking 753-8056
coln Town car, $1200 obo
435-4171
A-1 tree professionals
1987 FORD Escort, white, Stump removal, tree spray
well-maintained, good ing, serving Murray, Calloway County since 1980
body and paint finish
Free estimates 436-2247
$1200 Call 753-9203
or 492-8737.
1987 FORD Taurus
Call ALL home repairs, sheet98,XXX miles
rock finishing & ceilings
492-8873 after 5pm
sprayed Over 30yrs exper1988 MAZDA RX7, great ience Small lobs welcome
shape 753-3914 work Licensed & insured
days or 435-4236
474-8377
1990 GEO Prism, excellent
condition, $4250
APPLIANCE REPAIRS
753-2615
Factory trained by 3 major
1993 SEDAN DeVille Ca- manufacturers All work
dillac 1992 Aerostar Ford and parts warranted Ask
van extended 1987 Chevy for Andy at The Appliance
Works, 753-2455
p/u 753-4509

CUSTOM bulldozing and
backhoe work, septic systems, 354-8161 after 4pm,
Horace Sholar
DRYWALL, finishing, repairs, additions and blowing ceilings. 753-4761.

762-1100

04116,41110,4110-411k41110,41)1114111114*41100411414-410,4
0.1
Holiday Greetings
'big or small, we got them all'

Ity- Your complete source for satellite equipment,
'1r service, and information.

from:$25.43 wad

Call Now...753-2640
•Legal Programming
•Legal
-Legal Decoders Available
•Lightning Priaection •5 Year Watranty Plans
•Visa or MasterCard
Financing
Tim Robertson
Communications
Ultimata
Owner
810 Sycamore Street Murray, KY

cir

•100,,

-41411$141140-4440,4400.4141S41110,4114141100,41111S411104

Murray

HERITAGE MONUMENT CO.
Hwy. 641 North • Murray, KY 42071
Hrs. Mon.-Fri. 9:00 a.m.-4:00 p.m.
Anytime By Appointment

502-759-1333 ,

KITCHEN CABINET REFACING Make your old
new again with Formica All
colors, free estimates
Wulff's Recovery, Murray,
KY 436-5560
LEE'S Carpet Clearing
Carpets, upholstery Free
estimates 753-5827

MURRAY FAMILY YMCA

LICENSED for electric and
gas 753-7203

Bring Ad In For One Day Free Pass.
One Free Pass Per Person • Expires 12/31/94

Service and Quality At
Everyday Low Prices

PAINTING interior & exterior. All types of home repair.
Free estimates. Call
436-5032 anytime.

Just Opened!

PLUMBING repairman with
same day service Call
436-5255

Dutchmen's Wash & Detail
615 S. 3rd St. Ext.
Murray KY 42071

SEAMLESS gutters installed, residential or commercial, Servall Gutter Co
753-6433

Free pickup es. delivery within city limits

Kitchen & Bath Cabinets

•

1980 AUDI 5000 local car
sunroof am/fm stereo at
leather, fuel injection
$1 950 or best offer
753 8096

460

470

409 SUNBURY

1978 DELTA 88 Oldsmo
Runs good $700 firm
Call 759 2599
We

Call (502) 759-1820 for
further Information.
Mon.-Sat. 7:00 am.-6 p.m.
Half block down S. 3rd off east Sycamore

•Specalihne In Poured Basement Walls.
e4
6
•Orresvays .5d3wakc -Patio •Fociters
Exposed Apogee

FREE ESTIMATES

0

Design Concrete
Backhoe Work
Danny
Dennis Jones
(618) 564-2218
Paul Burd (618) 564-2183
(Mobile) 1-525-5217

SUREWAY Tree & Stump
Removal Insured with full
line of equipment Free estimates. Day or night,
753-5484
THE Gutter Co Seamless
aluminum gutters, variety
of colors Licensed, insured Estimate available
759-4690
VCR REPAIR Wood VCR
SEETV1013 Center, cleaningservicing $15, most repairs
$35 Free estimates Route
1, Almo Open 9-12, 1-5,
Mon -Fri , 753-0530
WILL install, sand & finish
hardwood floors 30yrs experience, can furnish references Call (502)522-6358
or (502)522-5050 after
6pm

209 N. 12th •759-9622•1510 Chestnut St.•753-4295

Wherever you go
go on Cooper tires!
* American-Made ... Quality You Can Trust!
OPEN
Mon -Fn
7-5
Set. 7-Noon

WAREHOUSE TIRE
400 Industrial Rd. • Murray • 753-1111
Owners: Ronnie Melvin & Gerrald Boyd

Compare Our
Price & Coverage
For Auto &
Home Owners Insurance.

Ross Insurance Agency
ROIMIC

600 Main St

Ross & D

iy Rocs
753-0489
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LOOKING BACK

Today is Monday, Dec. 19, the 353rd day of 1994. There are 12
days left in the year.
Today's Highlight in Histotr On Dec. 19, 1843, Charles Dickens' classic Yuletide tale, "A
Christmas Carol," was first published in England.
On this date:
In 1732, Benjamin Franklin began publishing "Poor Richard's
Almanac" in Philadelphia.
In 1776, Thomas Paine published his first "American Crisis"
essay; in which he wrote, "Thee are the times that try 'men's souls."
In 1777, Gen. George Washington led his army of about 11,000
men to Valley Forge, Pa., to camp for the winter.
In 1907, 239 workers died in a coal mine explosion in Jacobs
Creek, Pa.
In 1932, the British Broadcasting Corp. began transmitting overseas
with its "Empire Service" to Australia.
In 1946, war broke out in Indochina as troops under Ho Chi Minh
launched widespread attacks against the French.
In 1950, Gen. Dwight D. Eisenhower was named commander of the
military forces of the North Atlantic Treaty Organization.
In 1957, the musical play "The Music Man," starring Robert Preston, with book and songs by Meredith Willson,'opened on Broadway.
In 1972, Apollo 17 splashed down in the Pacific, winding up the
Apollo program of manned landings on the moon.
Ten years ago: Britain and China signed an accord returning the
British colony of Hong Kong to Chinese sovereignty by 1997. A fire
at the Wilberg Mine near Orangeville, Utah, killed 27 people.
Five years ago: Police in Jacksonville, Fla., disarmed a parcel bomb
at the local NAACP office, the fourth in a series of mail bombs to
turn up in the Deep South.(Two of the bombs killed a Savannah, Ga.,
alderman and a federal judge in Alabama — Walter L. Moody Jr. was
convicted of federal charges in both bombings.)
One year ago: Israeli Foreign Minister Shimon Peres and senior
RLO officials ended two days of closed-door talks inbslo, Norway, in
which they sought to break a deadlock over Palestinian-self-rule in the
occupied territories.
Today's Birthdays: Actress Cicely Tyson is 55. Singer Maurice
White is 53. Actor Tim Reid is 50. Anthropologist Richard E. Leakey
is 50. Actress Elaine Joyce is 49. Actor Robert Urich is 48. Singer
Janie Fricke is 47. Actress Jennifer Beals is 31. Actress Alyssa Milano
is 22.
Thought for Today: "And so, as Tiny Tim observed, God Bless Us,
Every One!" — The closing line of"A Christmas Carol," by Charles
Dickens (1812-1870).

Ten years ago
Melissa Easley, outgoing chairman of Murray Board of Education, and Jamie Washer, outgoing
board member, are pictured being
presented plaques in appreciation
of their services by Robert Glin
Jeffrey, superintendent of Murray
City Schools.
M.C. Garrou writes about the
Battle of the Bulge 40 years ago
in Cologne, Germany, during
World War II in an interview
with James C. Williams, retired
publisher of the Murray Ledger
& Times, in his column, "Garrott's Galley." Williams served as
captain of a tank unit during this
battle.
Mr. and Mrs. T.J. Murphy will
be married 50 years Dec. 25.
Roger Milby, Michael. Milby,
Cedric Benson and Rick Norsworthy are pictured with deer
taken while hunting.

Twenty years ago
high scorers for Murray.
Thirty years ago
Murray Lions Club presented
Murray Turner, Dr. Frank Kodpoinsettias to shut-ins as a party
of the club's Christmas projects. man, Gene Hum, Nate Beal and
A.L. Bailey were initiated as new
Pictured are Bryan Tolley, Jim
Parks, Codie Caldwell and O.C. members of Murray Rotary Club
at a meeting held at Murray
McLemore making deliveries.
The Zeta Department of Mur- Woman's Club House. Joe Dick,
ray Woman's Club hosted a .president, presided.
Recent births reported at MurChristmas party for residents of
Fern Terrace Lodge. Special ray Hospital include a boy to Mr.
guests were Gus Robertson Jr. and Mrs. Richard Fuqua, a girl to
who led the singing with Eleanor Mr. and Mrs. Phillip Robers, a
Mills as pianist and Mike Fecco boy to Mr. and Mrs. Buford
Anderson and a girl to Mr. and
as guitarist.
Murray High School Varsity
Mrs. Hal Allbritten.
Girls basketball team beat MayWoman's Society of Christian
field 42 to 27. Lynn Hewitt, Service of New Hope Methodist.
Tammy Boone and Cindy Jetton
Church met in the home of Mrs.'
were high scorers for the Tiger
Allen Poole. Directing the special
girls.
Christmas program were Mrs.
Murray State University Racers
Poole and Mrs. Perry Farris.
beat Missouri Southern 80 to 75
Murray State College Racers
in a basketball game at Murray. J. beat New Mexico State 72 to 69
Williams and Blasingame were
in a basketball game. Leonard

usually get together later in the day
— which means that since my marriage, I have spent every Christmas
morning alone.
At first, I could understand try- _
ing to make the idea of his father's
remarriage easier for his young son,
but he'sln adult now, and the
"adjustments" have been made. Jeff
and I are cordial, as are the ex-wife
and I, and we do see each other
occasionally throughout the year.
My husband thinks I'm out of
line to feel hurt about being excluded every year and he can't see anything rude about their behavior.
Abby, if you: think I'm being to'o
sensitive, I'll try to adjust my thinking, and just get used to being alone

every Christmas morning.
When my mother was dying, she
NAMELESS,PLEASE said, "Dotty, please see that your
father marries again — he can't live
DEAR NAMELESS: "Little alone."(She really meant it.)
Jefr is a grown man, and I
Within a year, Dad met Grace —
agree, the adjustment should a lovely woman — and after asking
have been made by now. It's for my approval, he propofted martime you were made welcome to riage to her. He could not afford to
join your husband, and his "ex" buy her a ring; because my mother's
and Jeff — instead of being left illness had been so costiy, he had to
alone every Christmas mqrning. mortgage the house. He then asked
The squeaking wheel gets the me if I would allow him to take the
grease — so "squeak up"louder. diamond out of Mother's ring and
have it reset for Grace. I agreed'.
* * *
without a moment's hesitation.
Years later, when Grace learned
DEAR'ABBY!--ifere's another where the diamond in her ring
viewpoint on giving the first wife's came from, she and Daddy surjewelry to the second wife:
prised me by giving me Mother's
ring back. When I opened the box,
Grace said, "Now, both your mothers have worn it!"
MRS. DOROTHY SWAN,
OLD SAYBROOK,CONN.

BLONDIE
SURE,

DAG WOOD IS ALWAYS
COMPLAINiNG Asour 1-116
GOLF CLUBS,SO I'D LIKE
TO GET HIM A NEW SET
FOR CHRISTMAS

BLONDIE,
wHAT IS IT?

r,
_

(BO/E,ma PETE'S
SAKE! Nage:0W

WHICH BRAND DO YOU
THINK WILL HELP HIM
IMPROVE Hs SCORE?

MAKES CLUBS
THAT GOOD!

a•

4365

0407

By GARY LARSON
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a
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THE FAR SIDE
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Poole was high scsucr for
Murray.
Forty years ago
James W. Elkins, son of Mr.
and Mrs. R.D. Elkins, was recently promoted to corporal while
serving with I Corps of the
United States Army in Korea.
A feature story about the 79th
birthday of Dr. Rainey T. Wells
who was born on Christmas day,
Dec. 25, is published. The story
was written by L.J. Hortin.
Emma Sue Hutson and Lois
Sparks presented a special Christmas program at a meeting of
Delta Department of the Murray
- -Woman's Club.
• Recent births reported at Murray Hospital include a girl to Mr.
and Mrs. William Calhoun.
Mr. and Mrs. Dewey Ragsdale
held open house on Dec. 12 at
their home at Sycamore and
South 11th Streets, Murray.

DEAR ABBY
DEAR ABBY: I have a problem
that recurs every year, and I would
like your opinion.
My husband (I'll call him Paul)
and I have been married for eight
years. We have a good marriage,
but here's the problem:
Paul has a son by a previous
marriage. (His former wife has not
remarried.)
After their divorce, it was their
tradition for Paul to get together
with his ex-wife and "little Jeff" on
Christmas morning to have breakfast and watch Jeffopen his gifts.
Well, "little Jeff" is now 21 years
old, and that tradition is still -going
on. My own grown children also
have commitments elsewhere, so we

DAILY COMICS
I NEED SOME
ADVICE, HERB

se

MONDAY. DECEMBER. 19, 1994

MURRAY LEDGER A. TIMES

DEAR DOROTHY: You and
Grace possess something more
precious than diamonds — a
flawless sense of values.
Your father and Grace were
both loving and generous to
have returned your mother's
diamond to you. It is twiceblessed.

dur
DEAR ABBY: Our 6-year-old
grandson, Ryan, was looking at the
newspaper with his mother. When
he saw your picture, he turned to
her and said,"Mom,that lady's picture has been in the paper for years.
What in the world did she do?"
JANET PHILLIPS,
HAMILTON,OHIO

CALVIN and HOBBES
WELL, IOU KNOW NHAT

IT'S THE MO
Mri WOAD
CF bit( LIFE, BUT
MAK.E
WITH A LOT OF
UP IOUR.,
PARTS 034PLETEL1 OWN LIFE,

HISTORICAL FICTION IS?
TNIS IS SORT OF LIKE 114AT.
I'M ViRlTING A FICTIONAL
AUTOBIOGRAPIel

ElEcsuSE IN MI flow. 1
WE A FLAK'MOSER!

MADE UP

#

For Abby's favorite family recipes,
send a long, self-addressed envelope,
plus check or money order for $3.95
194.50 in Canada) to: Dear Abby,
Cookbooklet No. 1, P.O. Box 447, Mount
Morris, Ill. 61054-0447.(Postage is includ-

CATHY
IF I CAN'T DECIDE WHICH GIFT? If I'M BEING TOO MUCH Of A
PERFECTIONIST ON MY CHRISTID GIVE., IT'S BECAUSE MY
MOTHER CAN NEVER DECIDE
MAS CARDS, IT'S BECAUSE MY
WHICH GIFTS TO GIVE...
FATHER IS TOO MUCH Of A
PERFECTIONIST...

I BLAME 914 OVERSPENDING
ON UNCLE RALPH, 919 DISORGANIZATION ON AUNT IRENE,
AND ALL CURRENT AND PENDING HOLIDAY WEIGHT &AIN ON
THE (,RAND LEGACY Of THE
FEMALE SIDE Of THE GENE P00.!

DR. GOTT

THERE:5 NOTHING LIKE THE
HOLIDAYS TO FILL YOU WITH
THOUGHTS OF YOUR FAMILY,.

By Peter H. Gott, M.D.

CROSSWORDS
ACROSS
1 Promise
5 — Picone
9' Night bird
12— bene
13— Hawkeyes
14 Cry of
surprise
15 Altogether
(2 wds.)
17 Oscar winner
Dukakis
19 — of London
21 Acquire by
labor
22 — Pop
24 Maiden loved
by Zeus
25 Joan Van —
26 French yes
27 Mr. Bush
29 Beatty ID
31 Thurman of
"Pulp Fiction"
32 Indian
mulberry
33 Estrada ID
34 Rowing need

FOR BETTER or FOR WORSE
I Dur4No tow yoo'Re_
1ioyir6. miKEs Rccm,mom
HES ONLyGoriNA
WREcK IT WHEN /
He GEIS Herie

FIE'S GONNA DUMP ALL HIS
NKoNliie BED,AN'
flow RIB ODRT IN
THE ape,ET-THEJV
HE'LL HAVE_ A ElHoWER

t

WHEN MicHAEL aers
Hor4e,THe WHOLEUPSTAIMS IS GoNNA Be
DISASTER AREA !I

AN'ago?
.HISIZUEL

I KNoW

DPI THE FILM!

NZ_
o

35 "Jurassic
Park"
director (inits.)
36 Sprouted
38 Type of lizard
39 Youngster
40 Classified
item
41 Newspaper
paragraph
42 Curer and —
44 Purchasing
46 Baking dish
48 Merits
51 Roman 3.000
52 "Men —
Space"
54 Singer Lily —
55 Timber tree
56 Try
57 Bird call

Answer to Previous POzzle

OMOM IMMO MOM
IMMO MOM MUM
MOM MMM MOM@
MOMOMO MMLIMIAM
MWM
MOU000 OMOMMO
OMM
OMM
IIIli
UMEGIUM
OMM MMO
MLJIKMIJ OMUMMO
MOOM MMM MOMM
DOOM OMO MOM
OMOU OCIO MOM
2-19
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DOWN

vote
9 Tea type
10 Sounds of a
top
11 Permission to
use
16 Behold!
4
18
Simple
11
MI
9
5 ill 7
20 Produce
1755.
1455 22 Debt notes
23 Plant
exudations
16
uu.
17.510 555 25 Ripened
27 Showy trinket
20
28 Long and
slender
245
29 — Thurmond
ME
30 Author Stoker
27 552855
26
29 ill 34 Become too
large for
34
32
36 Foundation
31
37 Discourages
NI
37
35
39 Axiom
41 Unsuitable
111
40
41
42 "—La
Douce'
mil
45
44
43 Improvise.
42
musically
44 Twining shoot
48
45 That is (abbr.)
III
Id
47 Outfit
51
52
53
49 Compass
point
56
55
50 Opp. of NNW
53 Ear (pref.)

1

5 A-0 linkup in
the vowels
6 Sorcery
7 Shoemaker's
tools
•
8 Negative

1 Black bird
2 Erich —
Stroheim
3 Earache
4 — Cox

di

13 555

GARFIELD

5 55

55

r.

55

PEANUTS

bc24.191ap4itult.01.4“4„,

MONSIEUR" CLAUS?

I SUPPOSE IT NEVER
OCCURRED TO YOU THAT
HE MIGHT BE FRENCH

-0489
41N804,
41b
.
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DEAR DR. GOTT: My parents drink
too much coffee. What are the hazards of too much caffeine in the systems of senior citizens?
DEAR READER: Excessive caffeine (in a person of any age) may
cause nervousness, irritability,
increased blood pressure, rapid pulse,
insomnia, frequent urination, weakness,and other symptoms.
The elderly seem to be particularly
sensitive to the effects of caffeine, as
older citizens are to a variety of medications and substances, such as alcohol.

I sometimes caution my elderly
patients to restrict their caffeine-containing beverages to no more than
three cups a day, in order to avoid
over-stimulation. Or, as an alternative, switch to a decaffeinated variety.
DEAR DR. GOTT: Please discuss
Parkinson's disease and the related
condition known as progressive
supranuclear palsy.
DEAR READER: Although the
share some common characteristic:,
these two afflictions are probably not
related.
Parkinson's disease, a common
neurological disorder, is caused by
progressive depletion of a vital brain
chemical called dopamine, leading to
muscular rigidity, tremor and difficulty with movement and coordination.
The diagnosis can usually be made by
a special examination called PET
scanning.
Treatment consists of a combination of drugs, such as levodopa, that
replenish dopamine in the brain.
In contrast, progressive supranuclear palsy is rare, primarily affects
the nerves supplying the muscles of
the head and neck, and usually interferes with cognitive thinking. The
cause is unknown, but patients show
deterioration of brain cells at the base
of the skull. The diagnosis is confirmed by neurological examination,
There is no treatment, although
dopamine-like drugs may produce
brief improvement.
Both diseases are serious and progressive, but — with therapy -- the
prognosis of Parkinson's disease is
more favorable.
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Boys suffocate in refrigerator

DEATHS
Mrs. Marjorie McElrath Major

Mrs. Eloise C. Hackett

Services for Mrs. Marjorie McElrath Major were today at 11 a.m. at
Mrs. Eloise C. Hackett, 88, Rt. 2, Murray, died Sunday, Dec. 18,
First United Methodist Church, Murray. Dr. Jerry Jeffords officiated
1994, at 3:45 a.m. at.the home of a nephew, Mark Cunningham, Rt. 1,
and Mrs. Joan Bowker was organist.
Kirksey.
Pallbearers were Harold Speight, William Smith, Nix Craford, John
She was a member of North Pleasant Grove Cumberland PresbyteIrvan, John Trotter and John Bowker. Burial was in Murray City
rian Church.
Cemetery.
Her husband, Clarence B. Hackett, died Feb. 7, 1989. Born Nov.
J.H. Churchill was in charge of arrangements.
12, 1906, in Calloway County, she was the daughter of the late JohnMrs. Major, 87, Norfolk, Va., formerly of Murray, died Thursday,
ny Cunningham and Nancy Robinson Cunningham. Also preceding
her in death were one sister, Mrs. Elaine Coleman, and four brothers,
Dec. 14, 1994, at Gent Arms Retirement Residence at Norfolk.
Oakland, Ben, Paul and Johnny Cunningham.
Her hi•sband, William Samuel Major, died in 1989. Born March 20,
Survivors include several nieces and nephews, Mrs. Clara Nell Fur.1902. in _Calloway County. she .was, the...daughter of the late ,Wallace
ches, James M. Coleman and wire,'lletty, and -Ted CrUnningham and- William McElrath and Ella Brown McElrath.
wife, Randa, all of Murray; Mrs. Frances Roberts and Charles ColeSurvivors include one daughter, Mrs. Ellen M. Sell, and one son,
man and wife, Rheanetta, Rt. 2, Murray; Zane Cunningham and wife,
Robert L. Major, both of Norfolk, Va.; two grandchildren, Katie Sell
Emily, Bowling Green; Mark Cunningham, Rt. 1, Kirksey; Mrs. Charand Andrew Sell.
lotte Wray and husband, Morrison, East Point, Mich.; Mrs. Geneva
Cunningham, Petersburg, Va.
The funeral will be Tuesday at 11 a.m. in the chapel of BlalockFuneral rites for Alfred Brent (Burhead) Hughes were Saturday at
Coleman Funeral Home. The Rev. Dennis Gardner will officiate. Bur1:30 p.m. in the chapel of J.H. Churchill Funeral Home. Joe Morgan
ial will follow in North Pleasant Grove Cemetery.
officiated.
Friends may call at the funeral home after 3 p.m. today (Monday).
Pallbearers were Pete Purdom, Billy Thurman, J.W. Cathey, Billy
Joe Huie, Ben Grogan and Johnny McCage, active; Jimmy Sullivan,
Wells Purdom Jr., Joe Dick, James M. Lassiter, James (Jiggs) Lassiter, Bill Fandrich, Bill Holt, John Downs, Dr. Tim Miller, Joe Spann,
• The funeral for Gerald Dean Humphries was Sunday at 2:30 p.m. in
Bill Barker and R.E. Smith, honorary. Burial was in Murray City
the chapel of Miller Funeral Home of Murray. The Rev. Bob Dotson
Cemetery.
and Scotty Burton officiated. Miss Susan Jones was pianist.
Expressions of sympathy may take the form of oontributions to the
Pallbearers were Marvin Harris, James Washer, Gene Thurmond,
American Heart Association.
Marvin McDaniel, Joe Pat Johnson and Billy Paul Howard. Burial was
Mr. Hughes, 68, Murray, died Wednesday, Dec. 14, 1994, at his
in Murray Memorial Gardens.
,
residence.
Mr. Humphries, 65, Murray, died Friday. Dec. 16, 1994, at 8 p.m.
at Henry County Nursing Home, Paris, Tenn. His death followed an
extended illness.
A retired employee of Murray Division of the Tappan Company, he
was a member of Goshen United Methodist Church and Veterans of
foreign Wars. A veteran of the Korean Conflict, he was a life member
of Disabled American Veterans and was a Kent
He was
LAKE CITY, Colo. (AP) —
saloon proprietor Bowie Bolger.
a graduate of Murray Training Sch
Exactly one month after susOn Nov. 18, Coursey and thenBorn March 20, 1929, in
ay County, he was the son of
pected robbers allegedly shot a Undersheriff Ray
Blaum — the
Colorado sheriff, their bodies
Rubye Story Humphries and the late Richard Lee Humphries.
entire Lake City police force —
were found shot in the head and
Survivors include his wife, Mrs. Mary Alice Burton Humphries, to
stopped a pickup truck that
frozen, partially hidden under a
whom he was married on Oct. 16, 1952; one daugher, Donna Hummatched the description of a
pine tree on a snowy, 9,000-foot
phries, Nashville, Tenn.; his mother, Mrs. Rubye Story Humphries,
truck seen leaving several nearby
mountain.
Murray; his parents-in-law, Mr. and Mrs. Harry Burton, Sedalia; two
robberies.
Forensics specialists pulled
aunts, Mrs. Margaret Jones and husband, Hoyt, Mayfield, and Mrs.
Coursey was shot as he told
their bodies down on a sled SunOpal Arnett, Jackson, Tenn.; cousins, Mrs. Clarkie Butterworth and
the driver to get out. Blaum,
day and thawed them out enough
husband, Jackie, Murray, Steve Story and wife, Laveeta, Mayfield,
to identify Mark Vredenburg standing on the passenger side,
Jimmy Story and wife, Sharon, Atlanta, Ga., Glindel Reaves and wife,
from his fingerprints. A photo ID emptied his gun into the back of
Jane, Ormond Beach, Fla., Sandy Johns, Jackson, Tenn., and Arco
of Ruth Slater was in her purse. the fleeing pickup. The deserted
Reaves and wife, Helen, Evansville, Ind.
A nationwide manhunt and a truck was found about a mile
segment on the television show away.
After the nationwide search
"America's Most Wanted" had
triggered dozens of false sight- failed, the FBI suggested they
ings in half a dozen states of look again near the murder scene.
Hinsdale County Sheriff Roger
The bodies were discovered
Coursey's killers.
Saturday less than a half-mile
Now authorities believe they
The Independent Postal Rate
from the bullet-riddled pickup.
Finally, the revenue generated
"I yelled for joy and started
Commission has recently approved from the 320 stamp supports a died in all apparent suicide pact a
crying," Sheriff Blaum said.
a stamp rate increase from the nationwide network of about few hours after Coursey was
But Coursey's widow, Karen
current 29g to 320 for a one-ounce 40,000 post offices without the use killed, turning the same ..44-caliber gun.on themselve
ct.
Coursey, is angry they won't face
first-class letter effective Jan. 1. of any tax dollars.
In Boo's Saloon, r idents of
trial.
According to Murray Postmaster
"The Postal Service pays its own
this old silver mining town
Mark Kennedy,"This rate increase way, all the way," Kennedy said.
"But the more I heard about
them, it probably wouldn't have
applies to the first ounce of a letter; "Some years the Postal Service has erupted into cheers when a newsaffected them even if they hadn't
additional ounces will remain 23g."
an operating surplus (which is not caster said the bodies of Vredentaken the gutless way out," she
Kennedy also stated that express very widely reported), and other burg, 31, and Slater, 38, had been
mail, priority mail and other special
said Sunday. "I'm happy for the
years we have a net loss (which is found.
"I'm glad it's over. I just wish
services will be moderately in- often more widely reported), but in
town's people. They needed that
creased in price. For instance, the the 25 years since the United States the mountain had 'done it. They
closure. My closure won't come
two-pound rate for priority mail will Postal Service was formed to re- would have suffered more," said
until the Lord takes me away."
be increased 100 to $3 and'express place the old Post Office Departmai!is being increased to $10.75 for
ment we have continued to provide
the first eight ounces:
excellent service to the busiest mail
Kennedy emphasizes several
economy on the planet with one of
points regarding this rate increase.
the lowest postage rates in the
"First, the 30 change in the price
of a first-class stamp represents a 10 world."
Kennedy says that Murray postal
percent increase and will cost the
The West Kentucky Exposition
equine program classes. In addiaverage postal customer about 750 employees are gearing up to make
tion, the building is booked by
per month, but it is also the first rate the transition to the new rates as Center will have the first Open
special event promoters throughout
increase in over four years and smooth as possible. He suggests Riding session for 1995 on Jan. 4.
The program is sponsored monthly
its peak season which runs from late
below the 12 percent rate of infla- that Murray postal customers use
by the Expo Center at no charge as a
August through early June.
tion for the same period. Inflation the week of Dec. 27 through Jan. 1
service to the region. It was
For more information about the
has driven the cost of all products to make conversions to the higher
open riding sessions or scheduling
and services up and the postal rates, even though the new "0" implemented after requests by area
horsemen who expressed an interest
an event at the Expo Center call
service is not immune to the same stamp series is currently available at
in using the facility to practice
building manager Mary Kay Kirks
pressures that affect any other busi- the main post office on Chestnut
riding in an inside arena.
Street and all postal contract staat (502) 762-3125.
ness," he said.
Open riding will be featured from
Second, at 320, United States tions -- the Downtown Bookmark
postage rates are still a real bargain Station, the South-side Treasure 5 to 10 p.m. The first two hours are
reserved for inside arena riding
compared to other countries, ac- House Station and the Murray State
only. Participants may use the
University Post Office at the Curtis
cording to Kennedy.
remaining time for specific event
"Germany changes about 640 for Center. "We will be closed on
a letter, while Japan provides letter Monday,Dec. 26 and Monday,Jan. practice.
Federal-State Market News Semi« December 19, 1994
Kentucky Purchase Area Hog Market Report Includes
The Exposition Center is located
service for about 810 -- yet neither 1 to observe the Christmas and New
Buying Stations Receipts: Ad. 170 Eat. 300 Barrows &
on Hwy. 1327 (College Farm
of these countries provides the Year holidays," Kennedy said.
Gilts .50 lower Sows steady to .50 higher.
US 1.2 230.130 lbs.--.......---132.50-533.00
Road), one mile from the main
scope of geographic coverage nor "Because of the timing of this rate
......
US 1.2 110-230
-5,32.00.332.50
campus of Murray State University.
US 14 130.260 lbs
services that the United States increase in conjunction with the
lbs.---..........-----531.00-332.00
260.370
US
141
Built in 1976,the facility includes a
Postal Service provides. I honestly holidays, we are preparing to staff
Sows
25,300 square-foot clay arena
US 1.2 270-350 lb.----------------------51050-52500
feel that, even at 32g, we provide as many window positions as possiexcellent, consistent service at a ble, but it would still be a good idea - which is home to the MSU Rodeo
-----517.00-518 00
US 1.3 400.525 lbs.--__.__
Team and is used by the MSU • US 1.3 523 and up lb. -----------$19.00.321 00
time when very few goods or ser- to get your new stamps a little early
Department of Agriculture for
if at all possible.
vices cost under a dollar."
Soars 513.50-514.00

LONDON, Ky. (AP) — Twin
boys who suffocated inside an
.abandoned refrigerator were buried together in a big, white
coffin.
"Truly, God could not pick
more perfect roses," the Rev.
Gary Witt, a family mem4er, said
Sunday during the funeral for
Darren ind Dustin Smith.
The 6-year-old boys died late
Thursday when they were trapped
in the refrigerator in the back
yard of their liaurel County
home.

Stock Market Report

•14.13
Dow Jones Ind. Avg.
DJIA Previous Close
3807.19 Prices as of 9 a.m.
14 - 1/4
K-Mart
Mr Products
45'/.
271/a 1/11
sp. 14 K U Energy
A T&T
23/
1
4 4. '4
5354 14 Kroger
Bell South
NM • Vs
Briggs & Stratton
31,/s unc L G & E
263
/a - 1/a
Bristol Myers Squibb
58 • 1/. Mattel
28/
1
4 • 3/1
CBT Corp. Ky.' . 2014B 211/4A McDonalds
4614 3/. Merck
313/a • 1/4
:Chrysler
41/
1
4 4. 'Is
Dean Foods
30 + 1/. J.C. Penney
61/
1
4. 1/. Peoples First*
171/:11 1111/2/4
Exxon
307/1 • 'Is
Ford Motor
1
4 Quaker Oats
261/4 • /
73/
1
4 3/a
.i•OGeneral Electric
501/. uns ScherIng.plough
453/i • 1/a
• General Motors
37s/a • /
1
4 Sears
611
/
4 • 1/s
• Goodrich.......
unc Texaco
......
‘
27.
33/
3
4
.' Goodyear •
30.. 14 Time Warner
1
4+
27/
I/4
•
Wal-Mart
22
/
3
4
,Ingersoll Rand
301/s • 74

Alfred Brent(Burhead) Hughes

Gerald Dean Humphries

'Hilliard Lyons Is a masker maker in ens stock.
UNC•prIce unchanged

Suspects'frozen bodies
found on mountainside

Kennedy gives details
about stamp rate increase

Expo Center to have
open riding Jan.4

Their mother, Edna Smith, said
she thinks the boys climbed
inside the refrigerator while playing after school.
The boys were buried at Owsley Cemetery in Laurel County.
Family members dropped blue
carnations into their grave.
Police are still investigating
the boys' deaths.
Preliminary autopsy results
showed the boys suffocated
inside the small, older-model
refrigerator, which had a heavy
handle that latched closed.
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HIWARD
LYONS

Hilliard Lyons
Court Square
Murray, KY 42071
(502) 753-3366

Our Best Investment Is You.
110 I I Hoard, WI
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SI and SI,

THE INSURANCE
CENTER OF MURRAY
Call Us For A Quote On Car &
Home Owners Insurance or
Come By Our Office Today
David R. King
901 Sycamore St. • Murray •(502) 753-8355

"Murray's Friendly
Home Stereo Dealer"
is now open Monday thru Friday 8 to.6
and Saturday 8-1 til Christmas.

RCA

Pioneer •Hlit..hi • Carver • Unidel • Toshiba
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AUDIO/VIDEO
808 Coldwater Rd. * Financing Available * 759-1835

Discounted Original Equipment
Xerox Supplies
Call Greg at

There is no better time to say

'Thank You

IF

than this holiday season.

HOG MARKET

Lighting Special
Of The Week

ALL NORTH POLE HERITAGE
LIGHTED VILLAGES &
ACCESSORIES ARE

NOW
Popular Solid Polished Brass
Flush mount at a great price. 10" dia. Also available
in 11" dia.

9"

SALELECTRIC

NOW IS THE TIME TO COMPLETE
YOUR NORTH-POLE DISPLAY!

Thank You Alvin York. Bobble Wileac,
James Coleman, Jack Norstuorthy,
Keith York, Kelvin York & Kyle Evans>
4:••

Department 56®

BLALOCK-COLEMAIV

J. LOGAN'S

Funeral Home, Inc.
713 South Fourth St.

753-6800

247-7256 - 505 South 6th • Mayfield, ICY

SUPPLY
Main

20°h Off
Showcase Dealer

1495-1

206 E

THANK YOU for placing your trust and
confidence with us and allowing us to serve you.
At the beginning ofthis new year, we want to
renew our promise to you - that we will always
maintain the highest ethical standards and
conduct ourselves in the most professional
manner.
GOOD LUCK and BEST WISHES during
this holiday season and the upcoming year.

ANNOUNCING

753 8194
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